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Employed and non-employed stepmothers were compared on 

four psychological dimensions: stress, adjustment, needs, 

and values. Employed stepmothers were hypothesized to 

experience greater stress, lower adjustment, different 

needs, and different values. Racial and race by employment 

status differences along these four dimensions were also 

addressed. The Multiple Affect Adjective Check List, the 

Adjective Check List, and Study of Values were administered 

to 31 employed and 10 non-employed stepmothers. Factor 

analysis was used to condense the data, excepting Scale 8 of 

the ACL, measure of personal adjustment. Factor analysis of 

the MAACL netted one factor representing psychological 

stress. The ACL produced four psychological needs factors: 

the Mature Stepmother, the Wicked Stepmother, the 

Stereotypic Female, and the Helpless Female. Two factors 

emerged from the Study of Values: Stereotypical Stepmother 

and the Idealistic Stepmother. Discriminant analysis, run 

on the factors and adjustment scores, failed to discriminate 

between employed and non-employed stepmothers. Although not 

hypothesized, a secondary discriminant analysis 

differentiated black and white stepmothers, at the p <.0001 



level. Discriminant analysis of race by employment status 

found the four groups to be differentiated, significant at £ 

<.01. Black stepmothers were found to experience greater 

stress, lower adjustment, and different needs when compared 

to white stepmothers. These differences between black and 

white stepmothers held when the additional dimension of 

employment status was introduced. Other factors which may 

mediate the psychological effects of the stepmothers' 

employment were discussed. The demographic characteristics, 

the role itself of stepmother, the race of the stepmother, 

and the race and employment status of the stepmother were 

explored as possible mediators of the psychological effects 

of stepmothers* employment. 
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EMPLOYED STEPMOTHERS: PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS, 

PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT, PSYCHOLOGICAL 

NEEDS AND PERSONAL VALUES 

Significant increases in the numbers of divorces and 

remarriages are evident in United States Census data in the 

past several years. Approximately 2,340,000 people are 

divorcing each year (Glick, 1980) . Divorced persons 

constitute nearly 90% of all those who remarry. 

Stepfamilies are created when the spouses bring children by 

a previous marriage to the remarriage. It is estimated that 

one in five children is living with a stepparent (Anderson, 

1982) . With 1300 stepfamilies being formed every day, this 

is becoming a prevalent form of American family life. 

There are a number of difficulties in role adjustment 

for the individuals involved in stepfamilies. Cherlin 

(1978) describes remarriage as an "incomplete institution" 

because there are no habitualized behavior patterns with 

which to solve the everyday problems of stepfamily life. 

The problems of stepfamilies are often altogether different 

from those of intact nuclear families (Albrecht, 1979; 

Cherlin, 1978; Jones, 1978; Keshet, 1980; Sager, Brown, 

Crohn, Rodstein, & Walker, 1980; Visher & Visher, 1979; 

Walker & Messinger, 1979). 



The role of stepmother is a particularly difficult role 

in the stepfamily (Bowerman & Irish, 1962; Draughon, 1975; 

Nadler, 1976). The stepmother experiences greater 

psychological stress (Nadler, 1976) . Poorer role adjustment 

is found in stepmothers than in biological mothers in intact 

nuclear families (Nadler, 1975). The stepmother 

demonstrates unique psychological needs (Sardanis-Zimmerman, 

1977) . It is speculated here that the stepmother holds 

unique values as well. 

The employed stepmother faces even more formidable 

challenges. Role demands increase dramatically when an 

employed woman acquires an instant family. The stepmother 

must adapt to increased demands upon her at home, in 

addition to work demands. The emotional/psychological 

demands of her role as stepmother are often unclear, or even 

contradictory. The pragmatic demands of time and space 

management are complex. Employed stepmothers have little 

time for themselves and their spouses, and increased demands 

upon that time. 

To date, very little is known regarding the 

relationship of the employment status of stepmothers to 

their psychological stress, personal adjustment, 

psychological needs and personal values. The purpose of 

this study is to determine whether a relationship exists 

between the stepmother's employment status and her 1)level 

of psychological stress, 2)level of personal adjustment, 



3)configuration of psychological needs, and 4)types of 

personal values. 

Employment Status and the Role of Stepmother 

The maternal role and the impact of the mother's 

employment upon it has been the object of much research 

(Marotz-Baden, Adams, Bueche, Munro & Munro, 1979; 

Poznanski, Mazey & Marsden, 1970; Yarrow, 1962). Poznanski 

et al. (1970) conclude that "emotional factors within each 

family are of central importance in evaluating the impact of 

a mother's working outside her home" (p. 139). Marotz-Baden 

et al. (1979) note that the "mother's happiness with her 

role mediates the impact of maternal employment upon social 

adjustment" (p.11). 

The stepmother has never been assessed in terms of the 

impact of this added role of employee. Jones (1978) lists 

as a problem of stepfamilies that the wife often must work 

to supplement the family income. He reports that she 

frequently experiences resentment about having to work. On 

the other hand, Visher & Visher (1982) warn that giving up, 

or a change in, jobs upon entering a stepfamily results in 

feelings of loss. This loss, compounded by the many other 

losses a stepfamily experiences, contributes to the stress 

felt by the stepparent (p.3-6). 

Roosevelt & Lofas (1976) make the recommendation that 

"a stepmother work, if only part time. Many a stepmother 

has told us that she would never have made it if she hadn't 



worked" (p. 71). Roosevelt & Lofas (1976) speculate that 

the stepmother's employment "breaks the cycle" of her 

focusing on the stepfamily's problems, in that it allows her 

to make a more objective assessment of her stepfamily 

situation. 

Duberman's (1975) study of reconstituted (step) 

families assesses the impact of the wife's employment on 

family integration. She found greatest family integration 

in reconstituted families in which the wife did not work. 

In families where both spouses were employed on equal 

prestige levels, the reconstituted family had higher 

integration than when the couple were unequal in the 

prestige of their employment. If the wife were at a higher 

occupational level, the least harmony within the family 

existed. Duberman inferred from her results "that if the 

wife did work, her prestige in the job market became 

significant in the (reconstituted) family" (p. 34). 

Exploration of the effect of the stepmother's 

employment status on her level of psychological stress, 

level of personal adjustment, psychological needs and 

personal values remains an open question which will be dealt 

with in the present study. For the purposes of this study, 

the stepmother will be considered employed if she works more 

than twenty hours a week outside the home. 

Psychological Stress of the Stepmother 

Selye (1980) defines stress as the "result of any 



demand upon the body, be it a mental or somatic demand for 

survival and the accomplishment of our aims" (p. vii). 

Psychological stress is defined by Benson (1975) as the 

perception of threat to one's physical or psychological 

well-being and the perception that one's responses are 

inadequate to cope with it. Demands upon the stepmother 

which she feels she cannot meet result in her experience of 

anxiety, a common response to stress (Brown, 1980; Costello, 

1976; Lazarus, 1966). Hostility, or anger, as well as 

depression, withdrawal or helplessness are also emotional 

responses to stress (Costello, 1976; Lazarus, 1966; Saul, 

1976) . These responses are displayed by the stepmother who 

experiences stress as a result of the demands of her role. 

The stepmother has been identified as being 

particularly vulnerable to psychological stress. Her 

potential stressors have been identified in the literature 

and these will be reviewed below. A summary of Nadler's 

(1976) investigation of stepmothers will conclude this 

review of stepmother's psychological stress. 

Much of the stepmother's stress arises from the 

ambiguous and often conflicting requirements of her role 

(Draughon, 1975; Fast & Cain, 1966; Kompara, 1980). She is 

called upon to be at once parent, non-parent, and 

stepparent. Messinger (1976) describes this dilemma of the 

stepmother. 

The cultural expectations for the roles of 



"acquired parent"-"acquired child" seem to be that 

each "should" love the other in much the same way 

as you might expect of a biological parent-child 

relationship. At the same time, they are not 

expected to have equal parental disciplinary and 

control perogatives, giving rise to both role 

ambiguity and role conflict, (p. 196) 

The stepmother's role is fraught with contradictory 

demands requiring divergent responses. Goldstein (1974) 

describes her dilemma as "parental role freeze." He defines 

this as the "sense of the stepparent being frozen out of his 

or her role function" (p. 436) . This occurs when the 

stepmother is expected to serve the nurturant role, but is 

blocked in her attempts by her stepchildren who perceive her 

to be competing for the natural mother's role. 

To compound the stress incurred by the contradictory 

demands of her role, there are no standards or models 

available for the resolution of this conflict. There are no 

norms for stepmother behavior in our culture (Jones, 1978). 

Moreover, a woman has few opportunities to learn the role of 

stepmother (Fast & Cain, 1966). Indeed, so unusual is the 

role of stepmother that kinship terms for it are not present 

in our language (Catton, 1969; Cherlin, 1966). 

To deal with the stress of her role ambiguity, Walker 

and Messinger (1979) recommend that the stepmother's role be 

"allowed to emerge gradually" (p. 187). The definition of 



the stepmother's role will be a slow process, requiring 

tolerance, patience. Permeable boundries must be maintained 

in the stepfamily, to allow for the extended kinship network 

remarriage creates. Unlike stepfamilies, intact families 

have had time to develop roles which are socially prescribed 

and their boundaries are clearly defined. The development 

of roles and boundaries are demands upon the members of the 

stepfamily which result in psychological stress. 

The stepmother also experiences stress as a result of a 

cultural stereotype, with which we are indoctrinated from an 

early age. Fairy tales and myths have for centuries 

depicted the stepmother as cruel and wicked. From the Greek 

myth of Theseus and Phaedra, to the fairy tales of Hansel 

and Gretel, stepmothers have been represented as cruelly 

persecuting their stepchildren, while supplanting the 

children's position of affection with their father. 

Bettelheim (1975) describes the fairy tale as 

satisfying the need of children to integrate the good and 

bad aspects of their parents. Radomisli (1981) disagrees 

that this benefits children, on the basis that 

The use of the stepmother as a target of 

displacement creates problems of its own when, as 

is true in our current society, a child is quite 

likely to acquire a stepmother in the near future, 

or to become one later on. (p. 123) 

Stress is created then, for both child and stepmother, 
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when the child finds him/herself living with a stepmother. 

The child may respond to the stepmother with all the 

hostility he/she harbors toward the bad aspects of his/her 

natural mother. Deutsch (1945) describes this process: 

The fairy tales that stimulate fantasy activity in 

the child, as an outlet for his unconscious 

impulses, are objectivized when a stepmother 

enters his life. The projection of the child's 

conflicts can then take place directly for they 

have a suitable real object. (p. 436) 

Fairy tales, with their negative image of the stepmother, 

lead to conflict with the stepchild. The conflict created 

by this image results in stress to the stepmother as she 

strives to love and be loved by the child. 

Sardanis-Zimmerman (1977) explored the psychological 

impact of the myths and fairy tales on stepmothers. She 

reported evidence of the effect of fairy tales in that 

stepmothers experience more feelings of jealousy and 

wickedness toward their stepchildren than do natural mothers 

toward their children. She concluded that stepmothers "have 

been undermined by society's lack of support in their role" 

(p. 133) as a direct result of the stepmother myths. 

Further stress to the stepmother is caused by the often 

unrealistic expectations she holds of her role (Visher & 

Visher, 1979). A counter myth to the wicked stepmother is 

that of "instant love" often held by the stepmother 



(Schulman, 1972; Simon, 1964; Visher & Visher, 1979). 

Visher and Visher (1979) describe the impact of this myth: 

The adults in the stepfamily very frequently 

expect quick acceptance and love from the 

children, and the inability of the children to 

live up to these expectations produce strong 

negative feeling in the adults. Stepmothers tend 

to feel rejected and unappreciated and very often 

anger and withdrawal follow, expressed as, "who 

needs this?", (p. 57) 

The stepmother may also expect to love her stepchild 

instantly. When this does not occur, she experiences 

guilt. The stepmother is placed in a bind by her lack of 

love for her stepchild, as she has been conveyed "the 

message that stepmothers are cruel and do not love their 

children and that they are supposed to love their children" 

(Visher & Visher, 1979, p. 58). Again these contradictory 

expectations of the stepmother place her in an untenable 

position. 

Unrealistic expectations held by the stepmother often 

stem from the mistaken notion that the stepfamily is the 

same as the nuclear family (Visher & Visher, 1979). With 

such a notion, the stepmother labors under the heavy 

expectations of immediate harmony, intimacy, and unity which 

have been developed over a period of years in the nuclear 

family (Kompara, 1980; Schulman, 1972). 
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Children frequently top the list of stepfamily 

stressors (Jones, 1978; Messinger, 1976 & 1978; Visher & 

Visher, 1978). The stress a stepmother experiences may vary 

as a function of whether she is a full or part-time 

stepmother. The full-time stepmother is married to a man 

who has custody of his children by a previous marriage. The 

part-time stepmother's husband has children who visit their 

home, but do not reside with them. Simon (1964) describes 

the different affective experiences of each: 

When her stepchildren live with her, her jealousy 

is often transformed into hostile feelings toward 

them, but when they are remote, it transforms into 

anxiety . . . . The classic stepmother knows about 

the mother from the children. But the hostess 

stepmother fights a ghost. (p. 189) 

She notes the full time stepmother has the benefit of the 

opportunity to resolve conflicts with her stepchildren; the 

part-time stepmother experiences the same conflicts and 

stresses, but does not have the same opportunity for 

resolution (Simon, 1964). 

Visher & Visher (1978) deny the notion that 

stepchildren are easier when not living in the home. The 

part-time stepmother must contend with the visiting 

parent-children subsystem, which is fraught with 

difficulties (Keshet, 1980). Keshet (1980) describes the 

difficulties of the part-time stepparent who has 
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Few supports for his/her (the parent's) current 

role, few assurances of the permanence of the 

role, a societal definition of this role which has 

negative connotations, confusion over his/her 

relationship to the children, and limited power to 

change any of these structures. (p. 523) 

Nadler (1976) compared full and part-time stepmothers' 

psychological stress. She found 

Part-time stepmothers had less positive 

involvement in their family relations and more 

conflict over family life than did full-time 

stepmothers.' Also part-time stepmothers with 

visiting younger stepchildren had more conflict 

with their husbands, more conflict with their 

stepchildren and more conflict over child rearing 

and discipline than did full-time stepmothers who 

live with younger stepchildren. (p. 194) 

Stepmothers may experience differing stresses, 

dependent upon whether or not they are mothers, as well as 

stepmothers. It is suggested that stepmothers with no 

children of their own have a more dificult time in 

stepfamilies than those who are also mothers (Duberman, 

1973; Visher & Visher, 1979; Walker & Messinger, 1979). The 

speculation is that these stepmothers have even that much 

less experience with children and are more likely to hold 

unrealistic expectations. 
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The blended family, in which both parents are also 

stepparents, is thought to be very vulnerable to stress. As 

for the fate of the stepmother who is also a mother, Simon 

(1964) is pessimistic. She declares "there is no more 

disunited a nation than the stepfamily which assembles his 

and her children under one roof" (p. 201) . Jones (1978) 

warns stepmothers they are likely to be maligned and 

misunderstood by both their step and natural children. The 

negative response to the stepmother by her natural children 

may be in response to feelings of displacement. Natural 

children often must give up some of the closeness 

established with their single mother when she remarries 

(Goldstein, 1974) . 

Visher & Visher (1979) interject a note of optimism for 

the stepmother/mother: 

The fact that both adults are parents and 

stepparents gives each of them experience as 

parents and a shared involvement in being 

stepparents. Each adult may have a range of 

feelings toward children and stepchildren, and as 

a result these feelings may be better understood 

by each spouse. (p. 64) 

Another source of stress for the stepmother is the 

loneliness of her role and consequent need for support in it 

(Visher & Visher, 1979). She is an outsider who must break 

into an existing group. Her need for support in her new 
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role as stepmother is evident. The stress the stepmother 

experiences depends upon the support, or lack of it, she 

receives from her spouse, their extended families, 

ex-spouses, friends, and the legal system (Duberman, 1975; 

McGoldrick & Carter, 1980; Simon, 1964). Most important of 

all is "the clear, unequivocal support of her husband" 

(Roosevelt & Lofas, 1976). Indeed, Duberman (1975) reports 

"the husband-wife relationship was a strong influence on the 

integration of the reconstituted family" (p. 47). 

In-laws are widely noted as a source of stress to the 

married as well as remarried (Bernard, 1956; McGoldrick & 

Carter, 1980; Messinger, 1976; Visher & Visher, 1978). 

Bernard (1956) found however, that the disapproval of 

in-laws is less of a problem in second than in first 

marriages. Visher and Visher (1978) nonetheless, warn that 

the stepmother may need to cope with hostile in-laws. They 

caution: 

While grandparents and stepgrandparents can act as 

a neutral bridge for children in accepting the 

remarriage of a parent, unfortunately they 

sometimes act as active agents in creating 

insecurity for the new couple. (p. 80) 

The ex-spouse can be another source of stress. While 

Sardanis-Zimmerman (1977) found little interference by the 

ex-wives in her study of stepmothers, Bernard (1956) notes 

"jealousy, paranoia, and desire for revenge" are typical 
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feelings of divorced spouses upon the remarriage of their 

former spouse. The stepmother may receive rejection, 

bitterness or indifference from her husband's ex-wife, when 

what she desires is recognition for the stepmothering role 

by the ex-wife (Roosevelt and Lofas, 1976). 

Duberman (1975) investigated the effects of the 

attitudes of ex-spouses, families, and friends on the 

reconstituted (step) family. She concluded, "acceptance from 

outsiders helped to promote better relations between 

stepparents and stepchildren, and between husbands and 

wives" (p. 96). 

Our legal system lends little support to the stepmother 

in her role (Cherlin, 1978; Kompara, 1980; Simon, 1964; 

Visher & Visher, 1978). As Simon (1964) states, "legally, 

stepparent and stepchild are as strangers; the mere fact of 

their relationship confers no rights and imposes no duties" 

(p. 84). This may leave the stepmother exposed to such 

stressful situations as not being able to sign for her 

stepchild's emergency medical procedures, her questionable 

obligation to the stepchild in the case of death of the 

natural parent, no role in court custody hearings, varying 

incest prohibitions, and inheritance questions (Simon, 

1964) . 

In her investigation of the psychological stress of the 

stepmother, Nadler (1976) reported several findings. 

Stepmothers experience more psychological stress, 
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intrapersonal and interpersonal, than do natural mothers. 

Specifically, stepmothers are more likely than natural 

mothers to describe themselves as angry, anxious, and 

depressed. They report more negative involvement with their 

family; more conflict over their role, family life, 

finances, values, relatives and the community; and they 

experience less marital adjustment. Nadler concludes the 

stepmother's psychological stess originates in "her failure 

to find support within either the family or society for the 

effective enactment of her role, for the satisfaction of 

major personal needs, and for the affirmation of a favorable 

self-image" (p.198). 

The psychological stress of the stepmother is defined 

here as the experience of anxiety, depression, and hostility 

as measured by the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List 

(MAACL, Zuckerman & Lubin, 1965). 

Personal Adjustment of the Stepmother 

Adjustment, in psychological terms, is achieved when we 

"accomodate ourselves in order to fit certain demands of our 

environment" (Lazarus, 1963, p. 3). Adjustment is 

manifested when the individual "has been able to gratify his 

basic needs through acceptable behavior . . . and devote his 

energies and thoughts to socially meaningful interests and 

problems beyond security, or lovability, or status" 

(Jourard, 1967, p. 21). The importance of the stepmother's 

adjustment and descriptions of the well adjusted stepmother 
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will follow, as presented in the literature. 

The role of stepmother is considered the most difficult 

of all stepfamily roles to which to adjust (Bowerman & 

Irish, 1962; Duberman, 1973; Jones, 1978; Kompara, 1980). 

Furthermore, the mother's role emerges as the critical 

factor in the success of the marriage and family (Lundgren, 

Jergens & Gibson, 1980; Russell, 1980). Russell (1980) 

finds empirical validation of the wife's responsibility for 

closeness of the family members, as compared with either 

father or children. Although Russell's investigation was 

limited to intact families, the stepmother's adjustment in 

her role is thought to be a critical factor in stepfamilies' 

success as well (McGoldrick & Carter, 1980; Roosevelt & 

Lofas, 1976; Simon, 1964). 

The stepmother stands in a pivotal position. The 

family circles around her. In step the force of 

this position may be centrifugal, whirling the 

stepmother into confusion. As the woman of the 

house, she usually has the most power, and hence 

responsibility, in the formation of everyday 

family life. (Roosevelt & Lofas, 1976, p. 43) 

Despite its critical importance to the success of the 

stepfamily, the stepmother's psychological adjustment has 

never been assessed. There are present in the literature 

however, descriptions of the ideally adjusted stepmother. 

Schulman (1972) notes the importance of high self-esteem in 
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the stepmother's adjustment. Deutsch (1945) states that 

"only a feminine-motherly woman with her intuitive 

tactfulness can cope with (stepmotherhood) successfully" 

(p. 455). Simon (1964) describes the adjusted stepmother 

as 

A womanly woman, a motherly person . . . she can 

be said to have the aptitude to be understanding, 

even kind, patient, even absorbed in the interest 

of her adventure . . . she respects the 

stepchild's person and with determination begins 

solving their mutual dilemma. (p. 149) 

The stepmother's adjustment is measured here by the 

Personal Adjustment Scale (#8) of the Adjective Check List 

(Gough & Heilbrun, 1965). Higher scores on this scale 

demonstrate "a readiness to adapt" and a "positive attitude 

toward life more than an absence of problems and worries" 

(Gough & Heilbrun, 1965, p. 9). 

Psychological Needs of the Stepmother 

Psychological needs are hypothetical constructs to 

which a "behavioral trend" may be attributed (Murray, 1938) . 

Murray has determined a number of psychological needs which 

he defined by particular observable behaviors (i.e. 

achievement, dominance, affiliation and deference). 

The stepmother's psychological needs can have a 

negative impact upon her stepfamily. Deutsch (1945) 

comments upon some of the psychological pitfalls of 
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stepmotherhood. If the stepmother is narcissistic, is 

seeking a parent substitute in her mate, is obsessional-

neurotic, is to excess either passive or aggressive, or is 

unconsciously acting out her own stepmother fantasy, the 

success of that stepfamily is is jeopardy. 

Sardanis-Zimmerman (1977) investigated the differences 

between natural and stepmothers in their psychological 

needs, using the Adjective Check List. She found 

significant differences between the natural and stepmothers 

on their needs for achievement, dominance and endurance. 

Stepmothers are described as forceful, strong-willed, 

perservering, controlling and powerful. Sardanis-Zimmerman 

notes these descriptors also describe the "wicked witch" of 

fairy tales. She speculates, without conclusion, as to 

whether stepmothers' psychological needs develop "before 

they came into the stepfamily, or whether their apparent 

strength reflects their determined adaptation to the 

challenging position in which they find themselves" (p. 

144) . 

The stepmother's psychological needs and their impact 

on her, bear further investigation in the context of her 

employment status. The Adjective Check List (Gough & 

Heilbrun, 1965) which reflects some of Murray's needs, was 

used to assess the stepmothers' needs for achievement, 

dominance, endurance, order, intraception, nurturance 

affiliation, heterosexuality, autonomy, aggression, change, 
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succorance, abasement, and deference (Scales 9-23). In 

addition, Scales 2, 5, 6, 7 and 24 were used to describe the 

stepmothers' defensiveness, self-confidence, self- control, 

lability, and counseling readiness. 

Personal Values of the Stepmother 

A value is defined by the American Heritage Dictionary 

as "a principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile 

or desirable". In psychological literature, values are 

variously referred to as beliefs, belief systems, personal 

orientation, and personal myths (Feinstein, 1979; Frank, 

1977) . Under consideration here are six values. They are 

briefly described by Anastasi (1982) . 

Theoretical: Characterized by a dominant interest 

in the discovery of truth and by an empirical, 

critical, rational, "intellectual" approach; 

Economic; Emphasizing useful and practical 

values; conforming closely to the prevailing 

stereotype of the "average American businessman"; 

Aesthetic: Placing the highest value on form and 

harmony; judging and enjoying each unique 

experience from the standpoint of its grace, 

symmetry or fitness; 

Social: Originally defined as love of people, 

this category was more narrowly limited . . . to 

cover only altruism and philanthropy; 

Political: Primarily interested in personal 
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power, influence and renown; not necessarily 

limited to the field of politics; and 

Religious: Mystical, concerned with the unity of 

all experience, and seeking to comprehend the 

cosmos as a whole. (p. 549) 

Anastasi (1982) delineates the psychological 

significance of values. She states that values "affect 

educational and occupational adjustment, interpersonal 

relations, the enjoyment one derives from recreational 

pursuits and other major phases of daily living" (p. 534). 

In the stepfamily, the importance of values, particularly 

similarity in values, to the successful formation of the 

stepfamily, is stressed by Sager, et al. (1983). They note 

values conflicts are frequent presenting complaints for 

stepfamilies seeking treatment. So important are values 

considered that they are included in the Marriage Contract 

Reminder List (Sager et al., 1983) as an area to be explored 

for the couple who are forming a stepfamily. 

Stepmothers' values have never been dealt with 

explicitly, however they are implicit throughout the 

literature. Each of the six values described above will be 

addressed inasmuch as the literature indicates they are held 

by stepmothers. The implication of holding each value will 

be assessed in terms of its impact on the stepmother and 

stepfamily. 

The theoretical value is often held by people with 
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higher education. Stepmothers are found to have somewhat 

more education than natural mothers (Duberman, 1975; 

Medieros, 1977; Nadler, 1976; Sardanis-Zimmerman, 1977). 

This may reflect an emphasis upon cognition and the 

valuation of an intellectual, logical, rational approach to 

life. Roosevelt and Lofas (1976) suggest such an 

orientation will aid the stepparent in maintaining an 

objective stance and would facilitate their adjustment in 

the stepfamily. 

An economic value is apparent in stepfamilies1 concern 

with material well-being. Money is often at the top of the 

list of problems of the stepfamily. While financial 

concerns may mask other problems in the stepfamily (Visher & 

Visher, 1978), it has often been a reason for the remarriage 

of a single mother—who may thereby become a stepmother 

(Bernard, 1956; Bitterman, 1968; Bossard, 1953). Such 

motivation for remarriage has been found to have a negative 

impact on stepfamily adjustment (Simon, 1964; Visher & 

Visher, 1978). 

Stepfamilies demonstrate less interest in cultural and 

recreational experiences than intact families (Medieros, 

1977) . This indicates stepmothers may be less interested in 

the aesthetic value of activities and objects. A lack of 

shared interests and experiences may lead to poorer family 

integration. 

Stepmothers often hold the expectation of "instant 
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love" and being able to create a close, happy stepfamily 

(Visher & Visher, 1978). Their desire to use kindness, 

unselfishness and love to achieve family harmony is 

characteristic of those holding the social value. 

Throughout history, the stepmother has been seen as 

desiring power and domination of others, typified by the 

political value (Deutsch, 1945; Sardanis-Zimmerman, 1977). 

Indeed, the stepfamily demonstrates greater order and 

control (Medieros, 1977). The stepmother has been found to 

have a higher desire to achieve and perceives herself as 

more dominant (Sardanis-Zimmerman, 1977). The implication 

here is that the stepmother may value power. 

Finally, the value placed on religion is correlated 

with the stepmother's happiness in her role (Albrecht, 1979; 

Duberman, 1975; Sardanis-Zimmerman, 1977). 

No investigation of the stepmother's values has been 

made heretofore. This study proposes to investigate the 

values held by employed stepmothers as compared to 

non-employed stepmothers. The Theoetical, Economic, 

Aesthetic, Social, Political, and Religious values are 

defined here in terms of the relative strengths of Allport, 

Vernon, and Lindzey's Study of Values scores (1960). 

Purpose of the Study 

There is considerable interest in stepfamilies evident 

in recent literature and in workshops for both stepfamilies 

and professionals involved with them. The stepmother's role 
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in particular has received much attention. Unfortunately, 

serious methodological flaws in research design contribute 

to the limitations of past research investigating 

stepfamilies. A large portion of the literature is composed 

of anecdotal accounts of stepmotherhood (Maddox, 1975; 

Roosevelt & Lofas, 1976). Survey and interview data are 

available with all the limitations of self report data 

(Duberman, 1975; Weingarten, 1980). Clinical observations 

offer professional, but still subjective data on 

stepfamilies (Sager, et.al., 1983; Visher & Visher, 1978). 

Theoretical speculation constitutes another major portion of 

the literature (Draughon, 1975; Fast & Cain, 1966; Keshet, 

1980; Walker & Messinger, 1979). 

A few studies do provide objective data regarding the 

stepmother (Medieros, 1977; Nadler, 1976; Sardanis-

Zimmerman, 1977). Unfortunately these studies are limited 

in applicability due to population biases of religion and/or 

race. Furthermore, none of these previous studies have 

attempted to assess the psychological impact of the 

stepmother role in conjunction with her role as an 

employee. The increase in her numbers, the apparent 

stresses of her role, and the limitations of previous 

investigations justify further exploration of the 

psychological stress, adjustment, needs, and values of the 

stepmother. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
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relationship between a stepmother's employment status and 

her 1) level of psychological stress; 2) level of personal 

adjustment; 3) kinds of psychological needs; and 4) types of 

personal values. The specific questions asked in this 

investigation are as follows. 

1. Do employed stepmothers experience greater 

psychological stress than non-employed 

stepmothers? 

2. Do employed stepmothers report a lower level 

of personal adjustment than non-employed 

stepmothers? 

3. Do employed stepmothers' psychological needs 

differ from non-employed stepmothers? 

4. Do the values of employed stepmothers differ 

from the values of non-employed stepmothers? 

It is hypothesized, on the basis of the literature, 

that employed stepmothers will 

1. Experience significantly greater psychological 

stress, as measured by the Multiple Affect 

Adjective Check List, than non-employed 

stepmothers; 

2. Report a significantly lower level of personal 

adjustment, as measured by the Personal 

Adjustment Scale on the Adjective Check List, 

than non-employed stepmothers; 

3. Demonstrate significantly different 
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psychological needs, as measured by scales 2, 

5, 6, 7, and 9-24 on the Adjective Check List, 

than non-employed stepmothers; 

4. Hold significantly different values, as 

measured by the Study of Values, than 

non-employed stepmothers. 

Method 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

relationship between stepmothers' employment status and 

their levels of psychological stress, levels of personal 

adjustment, configuration of psychological needs, and types 

of personal values. 

Subjects 

Data for this study was obtained from 41 stepmothers 

selected from the general population of the Dallas-Ft. 

Worth metroplex. The sample included 31 employed 

stepmothers. Fifteen of those were white and 16 black. 

There were 10 non-employed stepmothers, 7 white and 3 black 

(see Table 1). Both stepmothers with stepchildren living in 

their homes and those whose stepchildren visit were 

included. Participants were recruited from various 

sources. Some were contacted through church groups and 

community agencies. Others were referred by friends and 

fellow students of this researcher. All stepmothers 

participated on a voluntary basis and all were offered 

feedback on the study. 
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Previous investigations comparing stepmothers and 

mothers in intact nuclear families, found the groups to be 

significantly different along several psychological 

dimensions. The present study, as a result, does not 

attempt to repeat those comparisons. 

Table 1 

Subjects 

Employed Non Employed 

White 15 7 

Black 16 3 

Total 31 10 

Measures 

Assessments of the four dimensions of psychological 

stress, personal adjustment, psychological needs, and 

personal values were made for the stepmothers. Each measure 

described below is found in the appendices (D, E, and F). 

Assessment of the stepmothers' levels of psychological 

stress were made using the Multiple Affect Adjective Check 

List (MAACL). The MAACL yields scores on three scales; 

anxiety, hostility, and depression. The respondent was 

asked to check the adjectives that apply to her based on how 

she generally feels. With this instruction, the MAACL 

correlates satisfactorily with other measures of anxiety 

such as the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (.18 to .62), the 
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Welsh A Scale (.49, .65), and the Maslow Security Scale 

(-.58, -.69) . 

To measure the level of personal adjustment and the 

psychological needs of the stepmothers, the Adjective Check 

List (ACL) was used. The ACL is comprised of a list of 300 

adjectives from which 24 scale scores are obtained. The 

Personal Adjustment scale was used to assess the level of 

personal adjustment experienced by employed and non-employed 

stepmothers. The Personal Adjustment scale correlates 

negatively with 8 of 10 clinical scales on the Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personality Inventory. 

The assessment of psychological needs was done using 15 

scales of the ACL known to identify these needs. Included 

are achievement, dominance, endurance, order, intraception, 

nurturance, affiliation, heterosexuality, exhibition, 

autonomy, aggression, change, succorance, abasement, and 

deference. Most of these scales are significantly 

correlated with their counterparts on the Edwards Personal 

Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1954). Also included were 

scales assessing defensiveness, self-confidence, 

self-control, lability, and counseling readiness. 

The Study of Values was used to determine the relative 

prominence of 6 basic values of the personality: 

Theoretical, Economic, Aesthetic, Social, Political, and 

Religious. Each value is assigned a numerical score for the 

individuals interest in that value. The Study of Values, 
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although designed for use with college students, has norms 

for both high school and college populations. Norms for 

females of each population are also available. Reliability, 

coefficients are, by split half .90, and by repeat, .89 at 

one month and .88 at a two month interval. Extensive 

external validation studies have been done also. 

Procedure 

Subjects were asked to complete a packet of materials 

that included the MAACL, the ACL, and the Study of Values 

inventories. Each subject also completed a demographic 

information questionaire and an informed consent form (see 

Appendices B and C). Group membership was based on 

employment status and race of the stepmothers. 

Results 

Employed and non-employed stepmothers were compared on 

the four psychological dimensions of psychological stress, 

personal adjustment, psychological needs, and personal 

values. To determine the relationship between the 

stepmothers' employment status and these dimensions, several 

steps were taken. First, factor analysis was used to 

condense the data. The Personal Adjustment scale, which 

consisted of a single score, was not included in the factor 

analysis. The three scales of the MAACL, the 20 scales of 

the ACL, and the six values scales were factor analyzed. 

The only factors retained were those which achieved Reiser's 

criterion of an eigenvalue greater than unity. Within each 
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factor, variables loading at .6 or -.5 were considered 

significant contributors to that factor. Level of 

significance was established at .05. Results of the factor 

analysis are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Summary of Factor Analysis 

FACTORS DESCRIPTION 

Psychological Stress Depression, anxiety, hostility 

Psychological Needs 

Factor 1, Mature Self-assured, adaptable, outgoing and 
Stepmother productive 

Factor 2, Wicked Strong-willed, insistent, pessimistic 
Stepmother about her own ability to resolve her 

problems 

Factor 3, Stereotypic 
Female Conventional, self-denying, helpful 

Factor 4, Helpless 
Female Naive, dependent, self-denying 

Personal Values 

Factor 1, Stereotypic 
Stepmother Values rational thought, use of 

personal power over caring for others 

Factor 2, Idealistic 
Stepmother Values beauty and fitness rather than 

utility of persons and objects 

A discriminant analysis was run on the condensed data 

(factors) and the adjustment scores to discriminate between 

employed and non-employed stepmothers on the four 

psychological dimensions. Results of these analyses are 
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discussed below as they relate to the four hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1: Employed stepmothers experience 

significantly greater psychological stress than non-employed 

stepmothers. The MAACL scale scores for depression, anxiety 

and hostility, measures of psychological stress, were facor 

analyzed to condense the data. These three scales were 

found to be substantially correlated. Communality between 

variables was within the acceptable range. The eigenvalue 

(2.51) of Factor 1 indicated all three variables contributed 

approximately equally to Factor 1 (Table 3). This factor 

was labeled Psychological Stress, representing the 

stepmother's experience of depression, anxiety, and 

hostility. 

Table 3 

Factor Analysis of MAACL 

Factor Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % 

1* 2.51 83.6 83.6 

2 .28 9.3 9.3 

3 .21 7.1 100.0 

*Meets Reiser's criterion of Eigenvalue > 1. 

Discriminant analysis was performed using employment 

status as the dependent variable and group means on the 

psychological stress factor as the independent variable. 

Results of the discriminant analysis found no significant 
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differences between employed and non-employed stepmothers in 

their experience of paychological stress (Table 7). 

Hypothesis 1 is therefore rejected on the basis of these 

data. 

Hypothesis 2: Employed stepmothers report 

significantly lower level of personal adjustment than 

non-employed stepmothers. Discriminant analysis comparing 

the stepmother's group means for personal adjustment found 

no significant differences between employed and non-employed 

stepmothers (Table 4). Hypothesis 2 was not supported on 

the basis of these data (Table 7). 

Table 4 

Mean Personal Adjustment Scores 

X SD 

Employed 8.39 5.96 

Non-Employed 8.50 6.21 

Hypothesis 3: Employed stepmothers demonstrate 

significantly different psychological needs than 

non-employed stepmothers. Factor analysis was performed on 

stepmothers' psychological need scores, as measured by the 

ACL scales defensiveness, self-confidence, self-control, 

lability, achievement, dominance, endurance, order, 

intracetion, nurturance, affiliation, heterosexuality, 
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exhibition, autonomy, aggression, change, succorance, 

abasement, deference, and counseling readiness. Correlation 

coefficients for these twenty variables varied widely. 

Communality between variables ranged from .9631 to .8155, 

all within the acceptable range. Factor analysis on these 

twenty scales of the ACL resulted in four factors which met 

Reiser's criterion of an eigenvalue greater than unity. 

Ninety percent of the variance was condensed into these four 

factors. The even stepping down of the percentage of 

variance indicates that these factors reflect variance 

unique to the individual items, as required by Catell's 

scree test (Table 5). 

Factor 1, with an eigenvalue of 11.1962, accounted for 

56% of the variance. The Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix 

identified the loadings for each variable on the four 

factors. Factor 1 showed loadings on variables of self-

confidence, lability, dominance, affiliation, 

heterosexuality, exhibition, autonomy, change, abasement and 

deference. This factor, representing a stepmother who is a 

self-assured, adaptable, outgoing, and productive woman, is 

labeled the Mature Stepmother. 

Factor 2 had an eigenvalue of 3.8222, representing 

19.1% of the variance. Loadings appeared on scales of 

defensiveness, achievement, dominance, endurance, order, 

intraception, and counseling readiness. Factor 2 describes 

a stepmother who is strong-willed, insistent, and 
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Table 5 

Factor Analysis of ACL 

Factor Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % 

1* 11.20 56.0 56.0 

2* 3.82 19.1 75.1 

3* 1.80 9.0 84.1 

4* 1.10 5.5 89.6 

5 .39 1.9 91.6 

6 .34 1.7 93.3 

7 .25 1.3 94.5 

8 .23 1.1 95.7 

9 .21 1.0 96.7 

10 .15 .7 97.4 

11 .13 .6 98.0 

12 .11 .6 98.6 

13 .07 .3 99.0 

14 .06 .3 99.3 

15 .05 .2 99.5 

16 .04 .2 99.7 

17 .03 .1 99.8 

18 .01 .1 99.9 

19 .01 .1 100.0 

20 .01 .0 100.0 

*Meets Reiser's criterion of Eigenvalue > 1. 
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pessimistic about her own ability to resolve her problems. 

This factor is labeled the Wicked Stepmother. 

The third factor recieved an eigenvalue of 1.8017 

constituting nine percent of the variance. Loadings on 

Factor 3 were on the scales of self-control, nurturance, 

deference, and aggression. This stepmother is characterized 

by her conventional, self-denying and helpful orientation. 

Factor 3 is labeled the Stereotypic Female. 

Factor 4 had an eigenvalue of 1.1025, with 5.5% of the 

variance. Loadings appeared on succorance and deference. 

The fourth factor is labeled the Helpless Female, as it 

represents a stepmother who is naive, dependent, and self-

denying . 

Discriminant analysis of employed and non-employed 

stepmothers' group means on the four psychological needs 

factors found no significant differences. Hypothesis 3 

failed to receive support from these data (Table 7). 

Hypothesis 4: Employed stepmothers hold significantly 

different values than non-employed stepmothers. Factor 

analysis was run on the Study of Values scores for 

Theoretical, Economic, Aesthetic, Social, Political, and 

Religious values. These values varied considerably in their 

correlation with each other (.3205 to-.6441). This is a 

function of the test being a forced choice format. Each 

response loads on one value, while simultaneously limiting 

the strength of others. Communality also had a wide range 
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(.4226 to .9951). Factor analysis netted two factors which 

met Reiser's criterion (Table 6). The Varimax Rotated 

Factor Matrix identified loadings for each variable on the 

two factors. 

Table 6 

Factor Analysis of Study of Values 

1* 2.72 45.3 45.3 

2* 1.38 23.0 68.3 

3 .88 14.6 82.9 

4 .56 9.4 92.3 

5 .43 7.2 99.5 

6 .03 0.5 100.0 

•Meets Reiser's criterion of Eigenvalue > 1. 

Factor 1 had an eigenvalue of 2.7152 and accounted for 

45.3% of the variance. The loadings on Factor 1 were on the 

Theoretical, Political, Social, and Religious values. The 

stepmother characterized by Factor 1 values rational thought 

and use of her personal power, over caring for others or 

seeking to comprehend a "higher reality". This factor is 

labeled Stereotypical Stepmother. 

The second factor, with an eigenvalue of 1.3810, 

accounted for 23% of the variance. Loadings on Factor 2 

appeared on the Aesthetic and Economic values. Factor 2 
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describes a stepmother who values the beauty and fitness, 

rather than the utility, of persons and objects. This 

factor is labeled the Idealistic Stepmother. 

Results of the discriminant analysis of employed and 

non-employed stepmothers means on the values factors shows 

no significant differences. Hypothesis 4 was not supported 

by these data (Table 7). 

Table 7 

Univariate F-Ratio: Employed 
and Non-Employed Stepmothers 

Variable Wilks'Lambda F Significance 

MA ACL .99 •
 U
l 

00
 

.45 NS 

Personal 
Adjustment .99 .27 .96 NS 

ACL 1 .99 .40 .95 NS 

ACL 2 .97 1.29 .26 NS 

ACL 3 .99 .24 .63 NS 

ACL 4 .99 .70 .93 NS 

Values 1 .99 .57 .81 NS 

Values 2 .99 .21 .65 NS 

Racial Analysis: To assess any significant differences 

between black and white stepmothers, another discriminant 

analysis was run. This discriminant analysis used the race 

of the stepmothers (black or white) as dependent variable, 

and group means on the psychological stress factors, the 
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personal adjustment score, the psychological needs factors, 

and personal values factors as the independent variables. 

Results indicated significant differences between black and 

white stepmothers on the MAACL factor of psychological 

stress, the Personal Adjustment scale, and Factors 1 and 2 

from the ACL measures of psychological needs (Table 8). 

Table 8 

Univariate F-Ratio: Black 
and White Stepmothers 

Variable Wilks'Lambda Significance 

MAACL 

LO
 

O
O

 • 6.81 

»—
1 

o
 • 

* * 

Personal 
Adjustment .77 11.83 .001 * * * 

ACL 1 .66 19.96 .0001 * * * * 

ACL 2 .80 9.80 .003 * * 

ACL 3 .99 .47 .83 NS 

ACL 4 .98 .61 .43 NS 

Values 1 .95 2.22 .15 NS 

Values 2 .99 .41 .53 NS 

**p < .01 
***p < .001 

****p < .0001 

Black stepmothers had significantly higher means on the 

MAACL psychological stress factor, significantly lower means 

on personal adjustment scores and were significantly lower 

on Factors 1 and 2 of the ACL measures of psychological 
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needs. These dimensions differentiated black and white 

stepmothers with 100% accuracy on the canonical discriminant 

function (Table 9). 

Table 9 

Canonical Discriminant Functions: 
Black and White Stepmothers 

Eigen- Canonical Wilks' Chi-
Function value Correlation Lambda Squared Df Significance 

1 1.66 .79 .38 34.21 8 .0000 **** 

****p < .0001 

Race by Employment Analysis: The third discriminant 

analysis for race by employment status was run to further 

determine differences between black and white stepmothers on 

the basis of their employment status. The four dependent 

variables were: 1) white employed stepmothers, 2) white 

non-employed stepmothers, 3) black employed stepmothers, and 

4) black non-employed stepmothers. Independent variables 

remained the same as for the previous two discriminant 

analyses. Significant differences between the four groups 

were found on the variables of the psychological stress 

factor, personal adjustment scores, and on the first and 

second psychological needs factors (Table 10). Function 1 

of the canonical discriminant function was found to 

differentiate between the four groups with 84% accuracy and 

was significant at .0085 (Table 11). 
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Table 10 

Univariatie F-Ratio: 
Race by Employment 

Variable Wilks'Lambda S ignificance 

MAACL 

i—
1 

C
D

 
1 

• 2.83 .05 * 

Personal 
Adjustment .76 3.96 .02 * 

ACL 1 .65 6.75 .001 * * * 

ACL 2 .78 3.43 .03 * 

ACL 3 .99 .86 .97 NS 

ACL 4 .96 .49 .69 NS 

Values 1 .94 .75 .53 NS 

Values 2 .91 1.19 .33 NS 

*p < . 
***p < . 

05 
001 

Table 11 

Canonical Discriminant Functions: 
Race by Employment 

Eigen-
Function value 

Canonical 
Correlation 

Wilks1 

Lambda 
Chi-

Squared Df Significance 

1 1.69 .79 .28 43.59 24 .009 * 

2 .22 • 4 3 .75 9.96 14 .77 NS 

3 .10 .30 .91 3.20 6 .78 NS 

**p < .01 

White non-employed stepmothers had the lowest means on 
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the psychological stress factor of the MAACL, and black 

non-employed stepmothers had the highest means on that 

factor. Black employed stepmothers had the lowest group 

mean for personal adjustment scores, while white employed 

stepmothers had the highest mean adjustment scores. Factor 

1 of the ACL, the Mature Stepmother, found white stepmothers 

having the highest mean and black non-employed stepmothers 

with the lowest mean. On Factor 2 of the ACL, the Wicked 

Stepmother, black employed stepmothers were least likely to 

reflect these psychological needs, while white non-employed 

stemothers were most likely to demonstrate these 

psychological needs (Table 12). 

Table 12 

Group Means on Factors and 
Personal Adjustment Score 

Personal ACL ACL ACL ACL VALUES VALUES 
MAACL Adjustment 1 2 3 4 1 2 

White 

Employed -.22 11.60 .61 .39 .03 .22 -.17 -.24 

White 

Non-Employed -.65 9.86 .37 .47 -.17 -.11 -.24 .16 

Black 

Employed .33 5.38 -.56 -.56 .05 -.19 .20 .32 

B1. d c k 
Non-Employed .81 5.33 -.92 -.05 -.05 .19 .37 -.87 
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Demographic Data Analysis: Responses to the 

demographic data questionnaire were tallied by frequency or 

averaged, whichever was more appropriate. Subjects' 

responses were categorized for this purpose as employed or 

non-employed. Where relevant, the additional dimension of 

race by employment status analyses were also made on the 

demographic data.* For a summary of the results of these 

analyses see Table 13. 

Analysis of responses to the demographic data 

questionnaire (Appendix C) indicated the majority of this1 

sample were stepmothers between the ages of 25 and 44. 

Their religious preferences were overwhelmingly Protestant, 

with 35 of 41 stepmothers naming such affiliation. Three 

were Catholic, three chose non-Judiac-Christian religions 

and three did not respond. While there were no differences 

between groups in religious preference, differences in 

frequency of religious activity were apparent in this sample 

of stepmothers. White non-employed stepmothers were 

involved in religious activity on the average of once a 

week, while black non-employed stepmothers seldom or never 

participated in religious activities. Employed stepmothers, 

regardless of race, averaged monthly participation in 

religious activities. 

While the black stepmothers, overall, had the highest 

average level of education in this sample, the sample of 

non-employed black stepmothers had the least education of 
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Table 13 

Summary of Demographic Differences: 
Race by Employment 

Employed Non Employed 

Participate in religious 
activity monthly 

College degree 
Higher personal income 
Highest family income 
Briefer marriage 

White Most likely divorced once 
More stepchildren 
Fewest children by present 

marriage 
More stress 
Family less adjusted 
Sought counseling 

Participate in religious 
activity weekly 

College degree 
Lower personal income 
Lower family income 
Briefer marriage 
Less likely to be 

previously married 
Fewest children by first 

marriage 
More stepchildren 
More children by present 

marriage 
Least stress 
Family more adjusted 
Sought counseling 

Black 

Participate in religious 
activity monthly 

Highest education: some 
graduate work 

Highest personal income 
Higher family income 
Longer marriage 
Less likely to be previously 

married 
Fewer stepchildren 
Fewer children by present 

marriage 
More stress 
Family less adjusted 
Had not sought counseling 

Seldom participate in 
religious activity 

Least education: High 
School 

Lower personal income 
Lowest family income 
Longer marriage 
More likely divorced 

once 
Most children by first 

marriage 
Fewer stepchildren 
More children by present 

marriage 
Most stress 
Family more adjusted 
Had not sought counseling 

the four groups. The black employed stepmother typically 

had a college degree and some graduate work, while the black 

non—employed stepmother had only completed high school. 
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White stepmothers, on the average and regardless of 

employment status, had finished college. 

Differences in income, personal and family, were 

related to employment status, with the non-employed 

stepmothers reporting the lower incomes. Among the employed 

stepmothers, black stepmothers reported the higher personal 

income, corresponding to their higher level of educational 

achievement. Family income was highest for white employed 

stepmothers, followed by black employed stepmothers. 

Non-employed stepmothers reported lowest family income. 

Nearly all the women became stepmothers due to their 

husband's divorcing a previous wife, rather than being 

widowed (37 and 2). The employed white stepmother and the 

black non-employed stepmother were the most likely to have 

been married previously (at least once), and to have been 

divorced. Of the black employed and white non-employed 

stepmothers, only about half had been married previously, 

with half being in the first marriage at the time of this 

study. 

The white non-employed stepmother had the fewest 

children by previous marriage and the black non-employed, 

the most. White stepmothers overall had more stepchildren 

than black stepmothers (2.66 vs. 1.95). Employed 

stepmothers had fewer children by their present marriage, 

with white employed stepmothers having the fewest children 

by their present marriage. These data may in part reflect 
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the difference between the black and white stepmothers in 

the average number of years married: 4.19 for white and 

8.15 for black stepmothers. 

In response to a question regarding the subjective 

experience of distress as a member of a stepfamily, employed 

stepmothers generally perceived themselves as experiencing 

more distress than non-employed stepmothers (Table 14). 

Table 14 

Self Reported Levels of Distress 

(Mean Responses) 

Total 2.06 3.25 

White 2.00 3.83 

Black 2.13 1.50 

Figure 1 

Perceived Distress* 

strongly 
agree 

( 1 ) 

NE 

BNE WE BE WNE 

(5) 
strongly 
disagree 

*Response to Demographic Data Questionnaire item, "I 
experience distress as a member of a stepfamily." 

However, closer analysis revealed black non-employed 

stepmothers reported the greatest level of distress, while 

non—employed stepmothers reported the lowest experience of 
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distress (Figure 1). Corresponding to their reports of 

greater levels of distress, the employed stepmothers were 

proportionately more likely to consider their stepfamily as 

not adjusted. Proportionately more non-employed stepmothers 

considered their stepfamilies to be adjusted (Table 15). 

Equal proportions of employed and non-employed stepmothers 

had received counseling for problems related to stepfamily 

living; however, whites were far more likely to seek help 

than blacks (Table 16). 

Table 15 

Self Report of Stepfamily Adjustment 

Employed Non-Employed 

Adjusted Not Adjusted Adjusted Not Adjusted 

18 15 8 1 

9 7 5 1 

9 8 3 0 

Total 

White 

Black 

Table 16 

Numbers Seeking Counseling for Stepfamily 

Employed Non-Employed 

Yes No Yes No 

Total 

White 

Black 

17 

16 

1 

17 

2 

15 

5 

4 

1 

6 

2 

4 
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Discussion 

The hypotheses that employed and non-employed 

stepmothers would experience significantly greater levels of 

psychological stress, significantly lower personal 

adjustment, and significantly different psychological needs 

and personal values, were not supported. Self report data 

from the demographic data questionnaire corroborated the 

first two hypotheses: employed stepmothers reported greater 

distress and were less likely to consider their stepfamily 

adjusted. However, the psychological measures indicated 

stepmothers' added role of employee did not significantly 

increase her level of psycholgical stress. Her level of 

personal adjustment was not adversely affected by having a 

job, in addition to the many other aspects of stepfamily 

living to which she must adjust. The stepmother's choice to 

work did not correspond to different psychological needs and 

personal values. Employment status alone did not 

significantly contribute to these four psychological 

dimensions. 

The present findings are inconsistent with Duberman's 

(1975) study of reconstituted families which found greatest 

family integration in those stepfamilies in which the wife 

did not work. Furthermore, the expectation that the 

non-employed stepmother, having the critical role in 

stepfamily integration, be more adjusted, was not supported 

by these results. The literature indicates the effects of 
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maternal employment are mediated by other emotional factors 

in the family (Marotz-Baden, 1979; Poznanski, 1970). These 

data indicate the contribution of the stepmother's 

employment to her adjustment, stress, psychological needs, 

and values are mediated by other factors in the stepfamily. 

At this point it is necessary to speculate on these 

factors. The demographic data, the role itself of 

stepmother, and the secondary analyses of the effects of 

race and race by employment status will be explored as they 

appear to mediate the psychological effects of employment. 

The sample of stepmothers who participated in this 

study had several unique demographic characteristics which 

define the limits on generalizability of these results to 

other stepmothers. The sample was composed of an 

overwhelming majority of Protestants; Catholics and Jews 

were underrepresented. The white stepmothers were more 

representative of the white population of the Dallas-Ft. 

Worth metroplex, in terms of education and personal income, 

than were the black stepmothers representative of their 

population. Even more specifically, the stepmothers 

differed from each other dependent upon both their race and 

employment status. (For summary of these differences see 

Table 13.) The relevance of these characteristics as 

mediators of the psychological effects of stepmothers' 

employment will be explored throughout this discussion. 

Satisfaction with her work, or her responsibilities as 
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housewife, are of utmost importance in the stepmothers' 

ability to cope with stress. Regardless of her 

satisfaction, the role itself may be a mediating factor in 

the stepmother's experience of psychological stress. 

Stepmothers in this study, scored slightly higher on all 

three scales of the MAACL than the norms established for 

women (Zuckerman & Lubin, 1965). This is consistent with 

Nadler's (1976) investigation which found stepmothers to 

experience greater psychological stress than natural 

mothers. The stepmother's level of psychological stress 

reflects the impact of the multitudinous stressors inherent 

to the stepmother's role. 

Although scoring higher than the norms for the MAACL, 

this sample of stepmothers is more similar to Nadler's 

natural mothers than either group of her stepmothers in 

terms of their level of psychological stress (Table 17). 

The two samples of stepmothers are different in their 

residence (Texas vrs. California) and in their religious 

preference (Protestant vrs. Jewish). Nonetheless, further 

investigation of differences between step and natural 

mothers' psychological stress may be in order. 

Self-reported levels of stress further suggest the role 

of stepmother mediates the effects of employment. The 

employed stepmothers reported greater distress than 

non-employed stepmothers. This difference was not verified 

by psychological testing. This discrepancy may represent 
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the employed stepmother's perception that she cannot 

effectively cope with the many demands upon her. 

Table 17 

Comparison of MAACL Means 

Anxiety Depression Hostility 

Norms for Females 
N = 100 6.7 11.1 6.7 

Stepmothers, 
present study 

N = 41 7.6 12.7 8.1 

Natural Mothers, 
Nadler, 1976* 

N = 24 5.0 12.3 8.3 

Stepmothers 
with visiting 
stepchildren, 
Nadler, 1976* 

N = 24 9.9 19.8 13.4 

Stepmothers 
with live-in 
stepchildren, 
Nadler, 1976* 

N = 24 9.6 17.8 12.7 

*Categories, originally by ages of stepchildren, collapsed 
for purposes of this table. 

Given her greater psychological stress, the amply 

documented stressors of her role, and her critical role in 

the success of the stepfamily, the stepmother's adjustment 

within her role is worthy of evaluation. Employment may 

provide an escape from the stresses of her role as 
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stepmother, aiding in her personal adjustment. Conversely, 

employment could add further stress, resulting in lower 

levels of adjustment. Whichever effect employment has, 

stepmothers' scores here, on the ACL Personal Adjustment 

scale are consistent with the previous research which 

suggest stepmothers have a lower level of adjustment. The 

mean personal adjustment score for this entire sample of 

stepmothers places them around the 43rd percentile for 

females. Within groups, the lowest mean adjustment scores 

are found for the black stepmothers and the highest scores 

were received by the white employed stepmothers (Table 18). 

Table 18 

Mean Adjustment Scores*: 

Race by Employment 

Employed Non Employed Total 

White 11.6 9.9 11.1 

Black 5.4 5.3 5.4 

Total 8.4 8.5 8.4 

*A score of 11 is approximately the 50th 
percentile. 

While it has never appeared in the literature, these 

data indicate the black stepmother has particular difficulty 

adjusting within the context of the stepmother role. 

However, this finding is not reflected in the black 
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stepmothers' own assessment of their stepfamilies1 

adjustment. The percentages of black and white stepmothers 

who believe their stepfamily is adjusted are very similar: 

whites, 64% and blacks, 60%. Possibly, the black 

stepmothers are demonstrating different attitudes toward 

psychological factors, and their attitudes are rooted in 

their unique cultural experiences. It may be a higher level 

of stress and conflict is acceptable and termed within 

normal bounds by the black stepmothers. 

That the black stepmothers have different attitudes 

toward the psychological aspects of their experience as a 

member of a stepfamily is documented in the infrequency of 

their seeking counseling for stepfamily problems. Despite 

her awareness of her own distress, her lower level of 

adjustment, and relative willingness to state her family is 

not adjusted, the black stepmother does not seek counseling 

as a solution. The implications these attitudes hold for 

the black stepfamily are worthy of investigation. 

The configurations of psychological needs, resulting 

from the factor analysis, are noteworthy descriptors of 

stepmothers' personalities and may represent emotional 

factors which mediate the effects of her employment on her 

family. The characteristics of stepmothers reported by 

Sardanis-Zimmerman (1977) are also present in this sample of 

stepmothers. The second factor, labeled the Wicked 

Stepmother, recapitulates her findings that stepmothers are 
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higher in needs for achievement, dominance, and endurance 

than are natural mothers. This configuration of 

psychological needs could also be describing a woman who is 

well suited to competing in the job market. However, as 

Sardanis-Zimmerman noted, these traits also describe the 

wicked stepmother of fairy tales and myths. 

This factor accounted for only 19% of the variance, 

while the best fit factor represented 56%. Factor 1, the 

Mature Stepmother, presents a more positive image of a woman 

who is well-equipped psychologically to cope with demands 

placed on her. This stepmother balances autonomy and 

affiliation, is self-assured and adapts readily to new 

situations. She is probably the most capable in managing 

demands of both job and homemaking. 

Both these factor most accurately represent the white 

stepmother and can distinguish her with keen accuracy from 

the black stepmother, whose psychological needs are the 

converse. This sample of black stepmothers score the 

opposite direction on both the Mature Stepmother and the 

Wicked Stepmother Factors. The black stepmother thereby is 

characterized by low Factor 1 as conventional, plagued by 

self-doubt, and as self-effacing. This is strikingly 

similar to the cultural stereotype for "feminine" behavior. 

Recalling that the black stepmothers also show low levels of 

personal adjustment and high levels of pychological stress, 

leads to the speculation that this traditional orientation 
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has a problematic impact for the black stepmother in her 

role. 

The Wicked Stepmother factor, on which the black 

stepmother scores lower, describes her in a similarly 

negative vein as the white stepmother who scores higher on 

Factor 2. The black stepmother represented by low Factor 2, 

is critical of herself and others, intolerant, and 

impatient. This configuration of needs is no more adaptive 

than low Factor 1. It may reflect the stepmother who has 

endured prolonged stresses in her role; the black stepmother 

having been married twice as long as the white stepmother. 

These women may be externalizing their chronic frustration 

from life in a stepfamily. 

Factors 3 and 4, the Stereotypic and Helpless Females, 

did not differentiate between the stepmothers. Because they 

represent a small proportion of the total population, their 

impact is less. However, the contrast remains interesting, 

between the self-assured and strong-willed stepmothers who 

predominate in this sample, and their more stressed, less 

adjusted, counterparts who maintain the stereotypic feminine 

characteristics. This investigation seems to indicate that 

the departure from traditionally feminine role allows 

stepmothers to better adjust to and be more adaptable in 

their roles; while also holding the potential for their 

fulfilling the negative aspects of that role, as depicted in 

the myths and fairy tales. 
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Stepmothers' personal values, while not differentiating 

the groups by employment status, race nor combinations of 

those, provided further descriptive data of interest. It is 

apparent the role itself sets the stepmother apart from 

other women and the typical values they hold. Stepmothers' 

values widely diverge from the norms for women on several 

dimensions (Table 19). 

Table 19 

Comparison of Study of Values 

Means with Norms 

Econ Aest Soc Pol Rel 

Norms for 
Women 

X 36.50 36.85 43.86 41.62 38.00 43.13 

SD NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Stepmothers 

X 40.81 40 .00 43.54 37.59 39.27 39.42 

SD 7.35 7.04 7.99 8.70 6.76 8.09 

Factor 1, the Stereotypic Stepmother, is composed of 

most of these dimensions. Stepmothers, more than women in 

general, value rational thought and power. They also place 

less value on caring for others and on religious ideals than 

women in general, as well as relative to their own other 

values. Stepmothers are set apart by their critical 
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faculties and tendency to seek control or power over 

others. This is of course reminiscent of the stepmother of 

myth, particularly in conjunction with her lack of interest 

in the welfare of others. 

The dual potential for help or harm is evident once 

again in the stepmothers' values. As Roosevelt and Lofas 

(1976) note, the objective stance taken by the stepmother 

may be helpful to her in dealing with her stepchild. On the 

other hand, the wicked stepmother myth has been supported to 

the extent she is less concerned with the welfare of others 

than in controlling them. Her potential for both help and 

harm to the stepfamily simply highlights her critical role 

in its success. 

The question arises here, as Sardaniz-Zimmerman (1977) 

queried, does the stepmother enter her role with this 

orientation or do these values represent an adaptation to an 

extremely difficult role? Certainly one response to stress, 

confusion, and complexity is to become highly structured and 

to minimize the affective components of a situation. These 

values could represent the stepmother's adaptive efforts to 

contain her negative feelings resulting from the stresses of 

her role. 

The second values factor, the Idealistic Stepmother, 

follows the more typical pattern of values for women, in 

representing a stepmother who values persons and objects for 

their beauty (Aesthetic) rather than their utility 
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(Economic). Although stepmothers of this type place higher 

value on material possessions than women in general, this 

may be explained in the fact that the stepfamily frequently 

has more financial worries than the intact family. However, 

the relative importance of the aesthetic and ecomonic values 

remains consistent with the norms for women. This 

configuration further emphasizes the dichotomy seen in the 

ACL factors of the assertive, self-confident stepmother and 

her traditional, "feminine" counterpart. The same 

speculation regarding the effects of traditional vs. 

non—traditional employment may be made on the basis of the 

stepmother's dichotomized values. 

This pattern, consistent in both needs and personal 

values emphasizes that the majority of these stepmothers 

resemble the stereotype of the wicked stepmother, while a 

smaller proportion of them display the traditional roles for 

women. While this may reflect cultural/societal changes 

which the norms on the Study of Values do not accurately 

represent, the questions remain: Are these non-traditional 

women attracted to the stepmother role? Are single fathers 

attracted to them for these personal qualities? Have women 

developed these characteristics in response to the stresses 

of their role demands? Or, is there an interaction of 

these, and more, factors involved? With consideration of 

the complexities of the human experience, the latter 

question would most appropriately be pursued in further 
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research. 

The race of the stepmother interacts significantly with 

her employment status to mediate the psychological impact of 

her employment. Race appears to be the strongest factor 

mediating the psycholgical effects of the stepmothers' 

employment; however the interaction of her race and 

employment status adds to our understanding of these 

stepmothers. The interactions of race and employment 

status, which are represented in Table 12, will be addressed 

below. 

The white employed stepmother, who juggles many role 

demands, is most similar to the description of the Mature 

Stepmother. Her psychological needs equip her for handling 

her diverse roles; consequently she has the highest level of 

personal adjustment. However, she admits to somewhat more 

psychological stress than the non-employed white stepmother, 

likely representing the additional demands of her job. The 

employed white stepmother is less likely to resemble the 

Wicked Stepmother, relative to the non-employed stepmother, 

who appears to have the greatest need for control and 

structure. The non-employed white stepmother is depicted as 

having the emotional maturity to cope effectively and she 

structures her life in such way that she experiences the 

least psychological stress of all the stepmothers. Her 

slightly lower level of adjustment, compared to the employed 

stepmother may be a function of her tendency towards 
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pessimism. 

The non-employed black stepmother is most unlike the 

Mature Stepmother and most closely resembles the 

conventional female role. She experiences the greatest 

psychological stress and lowest level of adjustment. Her 

psychological needs poorly equip her for coping effectively 

with the role of stepmother. She lacks the psychological 

resources of the self-assured stepmother who adapts and 

structures her life to reduce her own psychological 

discomfort. This non-employed black stepmother is bound by 

convention to a role which dictates self—sacrifice and 

offers few options other than accepting a bad situation. 

The employed black stepmother more closely resembles 

the non-employed black stepmother than either category of 

white stepmothers. She is also more conventional in her 

psychological needs, is self-effacing and self-doubting. 

However, she may also present as critical, intolerant, and 

impatient. She has relatively less psychological stress, 

but is at an equally low level of adjustment. 

Although referring to stepmothers in general, Radomisli 

(1981) may have aptly described the position of these black 

stepmothers. 

Decent women, upon becoming stepmothers, begin to 

doubt their own decency, excoriate themselves 

mercilessly for the slightest sign of impatience 

or anger, are prevented by their constant 
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self-vigilance from enjoying the new relationship 

with their stepchildren, and cannot assert their 

rightful adult roles because they are so afraid of 

justifying the dreadful expectations of all 

concerned. (p. 122) 

Considering the fact that the black employed stepmother 

has the highest levels of education and personal income of 

the four groups, these results are paradoxical. She has 

achieved more, professionally and financially, yet she is 

also more likely to embrace the traditional role of the 

self-effacing, self-sacrificing woman. 

In her attempt to achieve and also fulfill the 

conventional role, perhaps the black employed woman has been 

a part of the trend of postponing marriage. After educating 

and establishing herself professionally, the black woman 

finds the appropriate mates are often previously married men 

with children. Her perception of the advantage of becoming 

a wife and "mother" at once has left her unprepared for a 

role which is stressful and difficult to which to adjust. 

Her expectations of fulfilling the traditional roles of wife 

and loving and beloved "mother" in the stepfamily are 

frustrated for the black employed stepmother. 

Another dimension which may contribute to this 

paradoxical finding may be that these black stepmothers were 

frequently better educated, had higher earning power, and 

therefore greater prestige in the job market than their 
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spouses. Duberman's (1975) observation is supported by 

these data, that in reconstituted families the wife's higher 

occupational level is associated with the least harmony in 

the stepfamily in general. Certainly its detrimental 

effects on the black stepmother herself are seen here. 

In conclusion, there are no significant differences 

between employed and non-employed stepmothers on the four 

dimensions of psychological stress, personal adjustment, 

psychological needs, and personal values. Other factors 

apparently mediate the impact of her employment. The 

speculation made is that the non-traditional woman is most 

capable of adapting to the roles of stepmother and 

employee. 

The race of the stepmother in this sample is a highly 

significant factor contributing to her levels of stress, 

adjustment, and her configuration of psychological needs. 

Black stepmothers showed greater psychological stress, lower 

levels of adjustment, and more traditionally feminine 

psychological needs, as compared to the white stepmothers. 

It is perhaps her adherence to the characteristically 

feminine roles which has contributed to the negative 

psychological effects of the black stepmother's employment. 

White stepmothers, more successful in adjusting in their 

dual roles as employee and stepmother, are significantly 

more likely to display non-traditional psychological needs. 

The difference here between black and white stepmothers may 
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simply be in how the woman's role in the (step)family is 

viewed. 

Limitations of the present study raise questions which 

deserve further investigation. A larger and more 

representative sample of black, as well as other minority, 

stepmothers would continue to shed light on the 

psychological impact of stepmotherhood cross-culturally. In 

particular, the impact of stepmotherhood on the black 

non-employed stepmother bears further research due to the 

very small sample size in this study. Further comparison of 

natural and step mothers is necessary, particularly with 

this sample of stepmothers more closely resembling natural 

mothers than a previous sample of stepmothers on the 

dimension of psychological stress. Limitations exist in the 

interpretation of this study in that the instrumentation may 

not measure these psychological dimensions adequately and in 

a non-culturally biased manner. Longitudinal study of the 

development of the stepmother's role could provide valuable 

information, aiding in the understanding and treatment of 

the stepmother and the entire stepfamily. Finally, the 

impact of traditional and non-traditional role orientation 

may be further explored for its impact on the stepmother's 

psychological stress, adjustment, and psychological needs. 

Although the hypotheses failed to gain support for the 

negative impact of the added responsibilities of employment, 

several significant contributions were made here to our 
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understanding of the psychological impact of 

stepmotherhood. The discovery of the dramatic, and 

negative, impact of stepmotherhood on the black woman is of 

paramount importance. It is found here that her roles as 

woman, wife, employee/professional, and stepmother cause her 

greater distress than do the same roles for white 

stepmothers. Another noteworthy contribution is in the 

support found here for the stepmother's potential for 

fulfillment of the wicked stepmother myths. Many of these 

stepmothers, on the other hand, appear to have great 

maturity? an asset in coping with her challenging roles. 

Her dual potential for help or harm in the stepfamily is 

highlighted by these data describing the psychological 

stress, personal adjustment, psychological needs, and 

personal values of the stepmother. 
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Appendix A 

Dear Participant: 

You have been asked to be a part of this project, which 
involves stepfamilies and stepfamily life. Stepfamilies 
appear to be unique and special in many ways. Their numbers 
have been increasing in the United States, and with this 
growing trend, a new form of family life is emerging. Even 
though the traditional family has been studied a great deal, 
very little research has been done on the stepfamily. 

My own experience as a stepmother has led to a professional 
curiosity about the stepfamily and a desire to understand 
its special characteristics. I am currently directing a 
team of researchers who will be investigating various aspects 
of stepfamily life. Your participation in this study will 
contribute greatly to a scientific understanding of the 
stepfamily. With more knowledge of this unique family struc-
ture, society as a whole will be better able to understand 
and recognize stepfamilies as an integral part of family life 
in the United States. 

I appreciate your efforts and contributions. Thank you for 
your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Linda R. Crain, Ph.D. 
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Appendix B 

INFORMED CONSENT 

I, freely consent to be a 
participant in the project entitled "Getting In Step: 
Exploring the Stepfamily Experience" to be conducted by 
investigators from North Texas State University during the 
period of April 19, 1982 through August 30, 1982, under the 
direction of Linda R. Crain, Ph.D. The procedures to be 
followed and their purpose have been explained to me and I 
understand them. I am aware that I will be asked to fill 
out two questionnaires, the demographic data questionnaire 
and either the role questionnaire, or the external other's 
support questionnaire; and, I will be asked to complete four 
psychological assessment inventories including the Adjective 
Check List, The Multiple Affect Adjective Checklist, The 
Study of Values and the Stepfamily Assessment Inventory. My 
identity on the questionnaires shall remain anonymous. I 
understand the purpose of the project is to examine stepfamily 
life through the use of questionnaires and psychological 
assessment. I understand that, after participation, if I 
should choose, I will be fully informed of the results. 

The attendant discomforts and risks reasonably to be 
expected by my participation in this project have been explained 
to me, and I understand that they might be as follows: I may 
become tired or fatigued due to the length of the procedures; 
I might find some questionnaire items upsetting or confusing. 
I understand that I should feel free to discuss any feelings 
I have due to my participation and that I may stop at any 
time. 

Any benefits reasonably to be expected from my partici-
pation have been explained to me and are as follows: I 
understand that if I choose, I may attend a workshop offered 
by the investigators entitled "Getting In Step: Exploring 
the Stepfamily Experience" dealing with stepfamily life; and 
I will be given individual feedback regarding critical areas 
revealed in this psychological assessment. 

I understand that this consent and data may be withdrawn 
at any time without prejudice. I have been given the right 
to ask and have answered any inquiry concerning the foregoing. 
Questions, if any, will be answered to my satisfaction. I 
have read and understand the foregoing. 

Signature Date 

Address Phone 
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Appendix C 

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Please answer all the questions below by checking or filling 
in the appropriate answer. If you are doubtful about an 
answer, make your best guess. 

1. Check all that apply to you: 

Stepmother 
Stepfather 

Biological mother 
Biological father 

2. Check all that apply to your spouse: 

Stepmother 
Stepfather 

Biological mother 
Biological father 

3. Age: 

Under 24 
25 - 34 

35 - 44 
45 or older 

Spouse's age: 

Under 24 
25 - 34 

35 - 44 
45 or older 

Residence: 

Ethnic background: 

Caucasian 
Black 
Oriental 

7. Spouse's ethnic background: 

Caucasian 
Black 
Oriental 

8. Religious affiliation: 

Protestant 
Catholic 
Jewish 

Spanish-American 
Other (specify) 

Spanish-American 
Other (specify) 

Agnostic/Atheist 
Other (specify) 
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Spouse's religious affiliation: 

Protestant Agnostic/Atheist 
Catholic Other (specify) 
Jewish 

10. Frequency of religious activities: 

Daily Monthly 
Few times a week Seldom or never 
Weekly 

11. Frequency of spouse's religious activities: 

Daily Monthly 
Few times a week Seldom or never 
Weekly 

12. Highest level of education completed: 

Grade School Masters 
High School Ph.D., J.D., M.D., etc. 
College 

13. Highest level of education completed by spouse: 

Grade School Masters 
High School Ph.D., J.D., M.D., etc. 
College 

14. Occupation: 

15. Spouse's Occupation: 

16. Income: 

None $21,000-30,000 
Below $10,000 Above $30,000 
$10,000-20,000 

17. Your family income: 

Below $10,000 $31,000-40,000 
$10,000-20,000 Above $40,000 
$21,000-30,000 

18. Length of present marriage: years months 
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19 Number of previous marriages: Ended in: 

None Divorce Death 
1 
2 
3 
4 

20 Number of spouse's previous marriages: 

None 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Ended in: 

Divorce Death 

21. Number of children before present marriage: 

1 
2 
3 

4 or more 
None 

22. Number of stepchildren: 

1 
2 
3 

4 or more 
None 

23. Number of children by present marriage 

1 
2 
3 

None planned 
None now, but plan to 

24. Age and sex of children before present marriage 

Age Sex 

25. Age and sex of stepchildren: 

Age Sex 
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26. Age and sex of children by present marriage: 

Age Sex 

30 

27. Do your biological children live with you or visit? 

Live with me 
Visit 
Neither 

28. Do your stepchildren live with you or visit? 

Live with me 
Visit 
Neither 

29. How often do your biological children visit? 

Never 
Once a week or more 
Once or twice a month 
During school vacations/holidays 
Summer vacations 

How long do your biological children stay when they visit? 

Few hours Week 
Day Month or more 
Weekend 

31. How often do your stepchildren visit? 

More than once a week 
Once a week . 
Once or twice a month 
During school vacations/holidays 
Summer vacations 

32. How long do your stepchildren stay when they visit? 

Few hours Week 
Day Month or more 
Weekend 
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33. What were your feelings about your stepchildren before 
you married? 

Liked them alot Disliked them sometimes 
Liked them sometimes Disliked them alot 
Indifferent 

34. What are your feelings about your stepchildren now? 

Like them alot Dislike them sometimes 
Like them sometimes Dislike them alot 
Indifferent 

35. What is your feeling about being a stepmother/father? 

I like it alot I dislike it sometimes 
I like it sometimes I dislike it alot 
I am indifferent 

36. What do you think your stepchildren's feelings about you 
were when they met you? 

Liked me alot Disliked me sometimes 
Liked me sometimes Disliked me alot 
Indifferent toward me 

37. What do you think your stepchildren's feelings are about 
you now? 

Like me alot Dislike me sometimes 
Like me sometimes Dislike me alot 
Indifferent toward me 

38. Which stepchild(ren) is (are) easiest for you to get 
along with? 

39. Which stepchild(ren) is (are) hardest for you to get 
along with? 

40. Do you prefer: 

Your own child(ren) Like all equally 
Your stepchild(ren) It depends 
Our child(ren) 

41. How well do your children and stepchildren get along? 

Very well So-so Tolerant Poorly _ 
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42. I experience distress as a member of a stepfamily, 

Strongly Agree Disagree 
Agree Strongly Disagree 
Neutral 

43. Consider the following definition: 

Adjustment is the establishing of a balance, both 
mentally and behaviorally, between one's own needs 
and the demands of others. 

With this definition in mind, would you say that your 
stepfamily is adjusted? Yes No 

44. Have you, or any member of your stepfamily, received 
counseling, psychotherapy or psychiatric/medical care 
for problems associated with living in a stepfamily? 

Yes No 

If yes, please indicate the family member (step/mother, 
step/father, step/child - by age and sex), the sort of 
care received, and title of the care-giver (psychologist, 
physician, counselor, pastor, etc.) 
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Appendix D 

MULTIPLE AFFECT 
ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST 

IN GENERAL FORM 

DIRECTIONS: On this sheet you will find words which describe 
different kinds of moods and feelings. Mark an "X" in the 
boxes beside the words which describe how you generally feel. 
Some of the words may sound alike, but we want you to check 
all the words that describe your feelings. Work rapidly. 

1. active 26. cool 51. furious 

2. adventurous 27. cooperative 52. gay 

3. affectionate 28. critical 53. gentle 

4. afraid 29. cross 54. glad 

5. agitated 30. cruel 55. gloomy 

6 . agreeable 31. daring 56. good 

7. aggressive 32. desperate 57. good-natured 

8. alive 33. destroyed 58. grim 

9. alone 34. devoted 59. happy 

10. amiable 35. disagreeable 60. healthy 

11. amused 36. discontented 61. hopeless 

12. angry 37. discouraged 62. hostile 

13. annoyed 38. disgusted 63. impatient 

14. awful 39. displeased 64. incensed 

15. bashful 40. energetic 65. indignant 

16. bitter 41. enraged 66. inspired 

17. blue 42. enthusiastic 67. * interested 

18. bored 43. fearful 68. irritated 

19. calm 44. fine 69. jealous 

20. cautious 45. fit 70. joyful 

21. cheerful 46. forlorn 71. kindly 

22. clean 47. frank 72. lonely 

23. complaining 48 . free 73. lost 

24. contented 49. friendly 74. loving 

25. contrary 50. frightened 75. low 
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76. lucky 95. reckless 114. tender 

77. mad 96. rejected 115. tense 

78. mean 97. rough 116. terrible 

79. meek 98. sad 117. terrified 

80. merry 99. safe 118. thoughtful 

81. mild 100. satisfied 119. timid 

82. miserable 101. secure 120. tormented 

83. nervous 102. shaky 121. understanding 

84. obliging 103. shy 122. unhappy 

85. offended 104. soothed 123. unsociable 

86. outraged 105. steady 124. upset 

87. panicky 106. stubborn 125. vexed 

88. patient 107. stormy 126. warm 

89. peaceful 108. strong 127. whole 

90. pleased 109. suffering 128. wild 

91. pleasant 110. sullen 129. willful 

92. polite 111. sunk 130. wilted 

93. powerful 112. sympathetic 131. worrying 

94. quiet 113. tame 132. young 
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ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST 

DIRECTIONS: This answer sheet contains a list of 300 
adjectives. Please read them quickly and blacken in the 
circle beside each one you would consider to be self-
descriptive. Do not worry about duplications, contradictions, 
and so forth. Work quickly and do not spend too much time on 
any one adjective. Try to be frank, and fill the circles for 
the adjectives which describe you as you really are, not as 
you would like to be. 

1. absent-minded 26. capable 51. cowardly 

2. active 27. careless 52. cruel 

3. adaptable 28. cautious 53. curious 

4. adventurous 29. changeable 54. cynical 

5. affected 30. charming 55. daring 

6. affectionate 31. cheerful 56. deceitful 

7. aggressive 32. civilized 57. defensive 

8. alert 33. clear-thinking 58. deliberate 

9. aloof 34. clever 59. demanding 

10. ambitious 35. coarse 60. dependable 

•
 

i—1 
i—1 anxious 36. cold 61. dependent 

12. apathetic 37. commonplace 62. despondent 

13. appreciative 38. complaining 63. determined 

14. argumentat ive 39. complicated 64. dignified 

15. arrogant 40. conceited 65. discreet 

16. artistic 41. confident 66. disorderly 

17. assertive 42. confused 67. dissatisfied 

•
 

00 
i—1 attractive 43. conscientious 68. distractible 

19. autocratic 44. conservative 69. distrustful 

20. awkward 45. considerate 70. dominant 

21. bitter 46. contented 71. dreamy 

22. blustery 47. conventional 72. dull 

23. boastful 48. cool 73. easygoing 

24. bossy 49. cooperative 74. effeminate 

25. calm 50. courageous 75. efficient 
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76. egotistical 110. healthy 144. loud 

77. emotional 111. helpful 145. loyal 

78. energetic 112. high-strung 146. mannerly 

79. enterprising 113. honest 147. masculine 

80. enthusiastic 114. hostile 148. mature 

81. evasive 115. humorous 149. meek 

82. excitable 116. hurried 150. methodical 

83. fair-minded 117. idealistic 151. mild 

84. fault-finding 118. imaginative 152. mischievious 

85. fearful 119. immature 153. moderate 

86. feminine 120. impatient 154. modest 

87. fickle 121. impulsive 155. moody 

•
 

00 
00 flirtatious 122. independent 156. nagging 

89. foolish 123. indifferent 157. natural 

90. forceful 124. individual 158. nervous 

91. foresighted 125. industrious 159. noisy 

92. forgetful 126. infantile 160. obliging 

93. forgiving 127. informal 161. obnoxious 

94. formal 128. ingenious 162. opinionated 

95. frank 129. inhibited 163. opportunistic 

96. friendly 130. initiative 164. optimistic 

97. frivolous 131. insightful 165. organized 

98. fussy 132. intelligent 166. original 

99. generous 133. interest narrow 167. outgoing 

100. gentle 134. interest wide 168. outspoken 

101. gloomy 135. intolerant 169. painstaking 

102. good-looking 136. inventive 170. patient 

103. good-natured 137. irresponsible 171. peaceable 

104. greedy 138. irritable 172. peculiar 

105. handsome 139. jolly 173. persevering 

106. hard-headed 140. kind 174. persistent 

107. hard-hearted 141. lazy 175. pessimistic 

108. hasty 142. leisurely 176. planful 

109. headstrong 143. logical 177. pleasant 
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178. pleasure- 212. self-centered 246. stable 
seeking 

213. self-confident 247. steady 
179. poised 214. self-controlled 248. stern 
180. polished 

215. self-denying 249. stingy 
181. practical 

216. self-pitying 250. stolid 
182. praising 

217. self-punishing 251. strong 
183. precise 

218. self-seeking 252. stubborn 
184. prejudiced 

219. selfish 253. submissive 
185. preoccupied 

220. sensitive 254. suggestible 
186. progressive 

221. sentimental 255. sulky 
187. prudish 

222. serious 256. superstitious 
188. quarrelsome 223. severe 257. suspicious 
189. queer 224. sexy 258. sympathetic 
190. quick 225. shallow 259. tactful 
191. quiet 226. sharp-witted 260. tactless 
192. quitting 227. shiftless 261. talkative 
193. rational 228 . show-off 262. temperamental 

194. rattle-brained 
229. shrewd 263. tense 

195. realistic 230. shy 264. thankless 

196. reasonable 231. silent 265. thorough 

197. rebellious 232. simple 266. thoughtful 

198. reckless 233. sincere 267. thrifty 

199. reflective 234. slipshod 268. timid 

200. relaxed 235. slow 269. tolerant 

201. reliable 236. sly 270. touchy 

202. resentful 237. smug 271. tough 

203. reserved 238. snobbish 272. trusting 

204. resourceful 
239. sociable 273. unaffected 

205. responsible 
240. soft-hearted 274. unambitious 

206. restless 241. sophisticated 275. unassuming 
207. retiring 242. spendthrift 276. unconventional 

208. rigid 243. spineless 277. undependable 

209. robust 244. spontaneous 278. understanding 

210. rude 245. spunky 279 . unemotional 

211. sarcastic 
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280. unexcitable 287. unselfish 294. whiny 

281. unfriendly 288. unstable 295. wholesome 

282. uninhibited 289. vindictive 296. wise 

283. unintelligent 290. versatile 297. withdrawn 

284. unkind 291. warm 298. witty 

285. unrealistic 292. wary 299. worrying 

286. unscrupulous 293. weak 300. zany 
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Appendix F 

Study of Values 
Third Edition 

Part I 

DIRECTIONS: A number of controversial statements or questions 
with two alternative answers are given below. Indicate your 
personal preferences by writing appropriate figures in the 
boxes to the right of each question. Some of the alterna-
tives may appear equally attractive or unattractive to you. 
Nevertheless , please attempt to choose the alternative that 
is relatively more acceptable to you. For each question you 
have three points that you may distribute in any of the 
following combinations. 

1. If you agree with alternative (a) and disagree with 
(b), write 3 in the first box and 0 in the second 
box, thus "3"—"0". 

2. if you agree with (b); disagree with (a), write 
»0» — "3". 

3. If you have a slight preference for (a) over (b), 
write "2" — "1". 

4. If you have a slight preference for (b) over (a), 
write "l" —"2". 

Do not write any combination of numbers except one of these 
four. There is no time limit, but do not linger over any 
one question or statement, and do not leave out any of the 
questions unless you find it really impossible to make a 
decision. 

1. The main object of scientific research should be the 
discovery of truth rather than its practical applications. 
(a) Yes; (b) No. 

2. Taking the Bible as a whole, one should regard it from 
the point of view of its beautiful mythology and literary 
style rather than as a spiritual revelation. (a) Yes; 
(b) No. 

3. Which of the following men do you think should be judged 
as contributing more to the progress of mankind? 
(a) Aristotle; (b) Abraham Lincoln. 
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4. Assuming that you have sufficient ability/ would you 
prefer to be: (a) a banker; (b) a politician? 

5. Do you think it is justifiable for great artists, such 
as Beethoven, Wagner and Byron to be selfish and neg-
ligent of the feelings of others? (a) Yes; (b) No. 

6. Which of the following branches of study do you expect 
ultimately will prove more important for mankind? 
(a) mathematics; (b) theology. 

7. Which would you consider the more important function of 
modern leaders? (a) to bring about the accomplishment 
of practical goals; (b) to encourage followers to take 
a greater interest in the rights of others. 

8. When witnessing a gorgeous ceremony (ecclesiastical or 
academic, induction into office, etc.), are you more 
impressed: (a) by the color and pageantry of the 
occasion itself; (b) by the influence and strength of 
the group? 

9. Which of these character traits do you consider the more 
desirable? (a) high ideals and reverence; (b) unsel-
fishness and sympathy. 

10. If you were a university professor and had the necessary 
ability, would you prefer to teach: (a) poetry; 
(b) chemistry and physics? 

11. If you should see the following news items with headlines 
of equal size in your morning paper, which would you read 
more attentively? (a) PROTESTANT LEADERS TO CONSULT ON 
RECONCILIATION; (b) GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN MARKET CONDITIONS. 

12. Under circumstances similar to those of Question 11? 
(a) SUPREME COURT RENDERS DECISION; (b) NEW SCIENTIFIC 
THEORY ANNOUNCED. 

13. When you visit a cathedral are you more impressed by a 
pervading sense of reverence and worship than by the 
architectural features and stained glass? (a) Yes; (b) No. 

14. Assuming that you have sufficient leisure time, would you 
prefer to use it: (a) developing you mastery of a favorite 
skill; (b) doing volunteer social or public service work? 

15. At an exposition, do you chiefly like to go to the buildings 
where you can see: (a) new manufactured products; 
(b) scientific (e.g., chemical) apparatus? 
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16. if you had the opportunity/ and if nothing of the kind 
existed in the community where you live, would you prefer 
to found: (a) a debating society or forum; (b) a classical 

orchestra? 

17. The aim of the churches at the present time should be: 
(a) to bring out altruistic and charitable tendencies; 
(b) to encourage spiritual worship and a sense of 
communion with the highest. 

18. If you have some time to spend in a waiting room and there 
were only two magazines to choose from, would you prefer: 
(a) SCIENTIFIC AGE; (b) ARTS AND DECORATIONS? 

19. Would you prefer to hear a series of lectures on: 
(a) the comparative merits of the forms of government 
in Britain and in the United States; (b) the comparative 
development of the great religious faiths? 

20. Which of the following would you consider the more 
important function of education? (a) its preparation 
for practical achievement and financial reward; (b) its 
preparation for participation in community activities 
and aiding less fortunate persons. 

21. Are you more interested in reading accounts of the lives 
and works of men such as (a) Alexander, Julius Caesar, 
and Charlemagne; (b) Aristotle, Socrates, and Kant? 

22. Are our modern industrial and scientific developments 
signs of a greater degree of civilization than those 
attained by any previous society, the Greeks, for example? 
(a) Yes; (b) No. 

23. If you were engaged in an industrial organization (and 
assuming salaries to be equal), would you prefer to work: 
(a) as a counselor for employees; (b) in an administrative 

position? 

24 Given your choice between two books to read, are you more 
likely to select: (a) THE STORY OF RELIGION IN AMERICA; 
(b) THE STORY OF INDUSTRY IN AMERICA? 

25. Would modern society benefit more from: (a) more concern 
for the rights and welfare of citizens; (b) greater 
knowledge of the fundamental laws of human behavior. 

26. Suppose you were in a position to help raise standards of 
living, or to mould public opinion. Would you prefer to 
influence: (a) standards of living; (b) public opinion? 
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27. Would you prefer to hear a series of popular lectures 
on: (a) the progress of social service work in your part 
of the country; (b) contemporary painters? 

28 All the evidence that has been impartially accumulated 
goes to show that the universe has evolved to its present 
state in accordance with natural principles , so that 
there is no necessity to assume a first cause/ cosmic 
purpose, or God behind it. (a) I agree with this state-
ment; (b) I disagree. 

29. In a paper, such as the New York Sunday Times, are you 
more likely to read: (a) the real estate sections and 
the account of the stock market; (b) the section on 
picture galleries and exhibitions? 

30. Would you consider it more important for your child to 
secure training in: (a) religion; (b) athletics? 

Part II 

DIRECTIONS: Each of the following situations or questions is 
followed by four possible attitudes or answers. Arrange these 
answers in the order of your personal preference by writing, 
in the appropriate box at the right, a score of 4, 3, 2, or 1. 
To the statement you prefer most give 4, to the statement that 
is second most attractive 3, and so on. 

Example: If this were a question^and the following statements 
were alternative choices you would place: 

4 in the box if this statement appeals to you most. 

3 in the box if this statement appeals to you second best. 

2 in the box if this statement appeals to you third best. 

1 in the box if this statement represents your interest 
or preference least of all. 

You may think of answers which would be preferable from your 
point of view to any of those listed. It is necessary, 
however, that you make your selection from the alternatives 
presented, and arrange all four in order of their desirability, 
guessing when your preferences are not distinct. If you find 
it really impossible to state your preference, you may omit 
the question. Be sure not to assign more than one 4, one 
etc., for each question. 
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1. Do you think that a good government should aim chiefly 
at—(Remember to give your first choice 4, etc.) 

a. more aid for the poor, sick and old 
b. the development of manufacturing and trade 
c. introducing highest ethical principles into its 

policies and diplomacy 
d. establishing a position of prestige and respect 

among nations 

2. in your opinion, can a man who works in business all the 
week best spend Sunday in— 

trying to educate himself by reading serious books 
b. trying to win at golf, or racing 
c. going to an orchestral concert 
d. hearing a really good sermon 

3. If you could influence the educational policies of the 
public schools of some city, would you undertake 

a. to promote the study and participation in music and 
fine arts 

b. to' stimulate the study of social problems 
c. to provide additional laboratory facilities 
d*. to increase the practical value of courses 

4. Do you prefer a friend (of your own sex) who— 

a. is efficient, industrious and of a practical turn of 

b. is seriously interested in thinking out his attitude 
toward life as a whole _ _ 

c. possesses qualities of leadership and organizing 
ability _ . . 

d. shows artistic and emotional sensitivity 

5 < jf you lived in a small town and had more than enough 
income for your needs, would you prefer to 

a. apply it productively to assist commercial and 
industrial development _ _ 

b. help to advance the activities of local religious groups 
c". give it for the development of scientific research in 

your locality 
d. give it to The Family Welfare Society 
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6. When you go to the theater, do you, as a rule, enjoy 

most— 

a. plays that treat the lives of great men 
b. ballet or similar imaginative performances 
c. plays that have a theme of human suffering and love 
d. problem plays that argue consistently for some point 

of view 

7. Assuming that you are a man with the necessary ability, 
and that the salary for each of the following occupa-
tions is the same, would you prefer to be a — 

a. mathematician 
b. sales manager 
c. clergyman 
d. politician 

8. If you had sufficient leisure and money, would you prefer 

t o — 

a. make a collection of fine sculptures or paintings 
b. establish a center for the care and training of the 

feeble-minded , 
c. aim at a senatorship, or a seat m the Cabinet 
d. establish a business or financial enterprise of 

your own 

9. At an evening discussion with intimate friends of your 
own sex, are you more interested when you talk about 

a. the meaning of life 
b. developments in science 
c. literature 
d. socialism and social amelioration 

10. Which of the following would you prefer to do during 
part of your next summer vacation (if your ability and 
other conditions would permit) 

a. write and publish an original biological essay or 

article 
b. stay in some secluded part of the country where you 

can appreciate fine scenery 
c. enter a local tennis or other athletic tournament 
d. get experience in some new line of business 
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11 Do great exploits and adventures of discovery such as 
Columbus's, Magellan's, Byrd's and Amundsen's seem to 
you significant because 

a. they represent conquests by man over the difficult 

forces of nature . 
b. they add to our knowledge of geography, meteorology, 

they1we1d^human interests and international feelings 

theyUcontributeWe!ch in a small way to an ultimate 
understanding of the universe 

12. Should one guide one's conduct according to, or develop 
one's chief loyalties toward 

a. one's religious faith 
b. ideals of beauty . 
c. one's occupational organization and associates 

d! ideals of charity 

13. To what extent do the following famous persons interest 

you— 

a. Florence Nightingale 
b. Napoleon 
c. Henry Ford 
d. Galileo 

14. In choosing a wife would you prefer a woman who— 
(Women answer the alternative form below) 

a. can achieve social prestige, commanding admiration 

from others 

o! is^fundamentally°spiritual in her attitudes toward 

life 
d. is gifted along artistic lines 

(For women) Would you prefer a husband who— 

a. is successful in his profession, commanding 
admiration from others 

c'. is^fundamentally°spiritual in his attitudes toward 

life 
d. is gifted along artistic lines 
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15. Viewing Leonardo da Vinci's picture, "The Last Supper," 
would you tend to think of it— 

a. as expressing the highest spiritual aspirations 

and emotions 
b. as one of the most priceless and irreplaceable 

pictures ever painted 
c. in relation to Leonardo1s versatility and its 

place in history 
d. the quintessence of harmony and design 
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Table 20 

MAACL: Psychological Stress 

X SD 

Anxiety 7.59 4.38 

Depression 12.73 6.69 

Hostility 8.12 4.58 

Table 21 

MAACL Communality 

Anxiety .84 

Depression .86 

Hostility .81 

Table 22 

MAACL Factor Score Coefficients 

(Factor 1) 

Anxiety -37 

Depression .37 

Hostility .36 
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Anxiety 

Depression 

Hostility 

Table 23 

MAACL Correlation Coefficients 

Anxiety Depression 

1.00 

.78 

.73 

.78 

1.00 

.73 

Hostility 

.73 

.75 

1.00 
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Variable 

Table 24 

ACL Means and SD 

X SD 

Defensiveness 

Self-Confidence 

Self-Control 

Lability 

Achievement 

Dominance 

Endurance 

Order 

Intraception 

Nurturance 

Affiliation 

Heterosexuality 

Exhibition 

Autonomy 

Deference 

Aggression 

Change 

Succorance 

Abasement 

Counseling Readiness 

15.37 

8.85 

3.20 

7.07 

11.56 

12.51 

7.59 

7.42 

11.61 

13.27 

17.15 

9.17 

3.68 

3.93 

.15 

-4.32 

5.66 

.49 

-1.42 

4.37 

8.94 

6.44 

4.58 

4.72 

6.57 

7.43 

5.57 

6.07 

7.31 

9.45 

10.35 

4.69 

4.92 

4.49 

4.71 

7.48 

3.99 

3.33 

4 .44 

3.63 
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Table 25 

ACL Communality 

Variable Communality 

Defensiveness *96 

Self-Confidence *90 

Self-Control -84 

Lability «82 

Achievement •9 2 

Dominance *93 

Endurance -91 

Order «93 

Intraception .89 

Nurturance *96 

Affiliation -95 

Heterosexuality >86 

Exhibition *90 

Autonomy *89 

Deference *88 

Aggression 

Change 

Succorance 

.88 

.83 

.92 

Abasement *91 

Counseling Readiness .86 
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Table 26 

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix: ACL 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 

Defensiveness .52 .62 .54 -.13 

Self-Confidence .74 .55 .13 -.18 

Self-Control -.19 .44 .75 -.24 

Lability .70 .50 .27 -.09 

Achievement .54 .69 .32 -.19 

Dominance .61 .62 .10 -.40 

Endurance .25 .78 .40 -.29 

Order .24 .90 .27 

O
 
o
 • 

1 

Intraception .53 • .60 .49 -.12 

Nurturance .42 .26 .82 -.20 

Affiliation .61 .52 .55 .01 

Heterosexuality .75 .36 .41 .04 

Exhibition .92 .07 -.18 -.12 

Autonomy .76 .38 -.38 -.13 

Deference -.53 -.08 .72 .27 

Aggression -.05 1 • h-
1 to
 

-.93 .01 

Change .86 .26 .11 -.00 

Succorance .01 .04 -.17 .94 

Abasement -.55 -.20 .19 .73 

Counseling .28 .79 -.21 .35 

Readiness 
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Variable 

Table 27 

Factor Score Coefficients: ACL 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

Defensiveness 

Self-Confidence 

Self-Control 

Lability 

Achievement 

Dominance 

Endurance 

Order 

Intraception 

Nurturance 

Affiliation 

Heterosexuality 

Exhibition 

Autonomy 

Deference 

Aggression 

Change 

Succorance 

Abasement 

Counseling 
Readiness 

.03 

.09 

.18 

.12 

- . 0 1 

- . 0 1 

-.16 

-.17 

.04 

.12 

.11 

.20 

.29 

.12 

-.08 

- . 06 

.25 

. 10 

-.04 

-.12 

.06 

.04 

.15 

-.01 

.14 

.13 

.27 

.36 

.06 

-.16 

-.03 

-.13 

- . 2 2 

.05 

-.03 

.15 

-.16 

.04 

.02 

.38 

. 08 

- . 0 2 

.13 

.04 

-.00 

-.06 

-.03 

- . 0 8 

.08 

.24 

.12 

.12 

-.00 

-.15 

.22 

- . 2 8 

.05 

- . 0 2 

.09 

-.19 

.00 

-.01 

-.14 

.04 

-.04 

-.16 

-.13 

.03 

.01 

-.02 

.10 

.13 

.04 

- . 0 0 

.12 

-.04 

.11 

.53 

.36 

.21 
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Table 28 

ACL Correlation Coefficients 

Variables Df S-Cfd S-Cn Lab Ach 

Defensiveness 

O
 

o • 
1—1 

in 
00 • .60 .79 .90 

Self-Confidence .82 

o o • 
I—1 .26 .80 .89 

Self-Control .60 .26 1.00 .30 .47 

Lability .79 .80 .30 1.00 .82 

Achievement .90 .89 .46 .82 1.00 

Dominance .82 .90 .31 .77 .90 

Endurance .86 .69 .63 .68 .88 

Order .83 .67 .62 .69 .80 

Intraception .94 .77 .52 .83 .84 

Nurturance .84 .60 .66 .64 .72 

Affiliation .94 .81 .49 .81 .86 

Heterosexuality .83 .83 .34 .79 .79 

Exhibition .44 .71 -.24 .62 .48 

Autonomy .45 .69 -.25 .62 .55 

Deference .03 -.39 .48 -.26 -.13 

Aggression -.59 -.18 -.76 -.36 -.37 

Change .67 .79 .08 .77 .73 

Succorance -.17 -.19 -.33 -.15 -.22 

Abasement -.42 -.58 -.03 -.47 -.48 

Counseling .45 .56 .09 .50 .56 

Readiness 
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Table 28 (Continued) 

ACL Correlation Coefficients 

Variables Dom End Ord Int Nur 

Defensiveness . 8 2 .86 .84 .94 .84 

Self-Confidence . 90 .69 .67 .77 .60 

Self-Control . 3 1 . 62 . 5 2 . 5 2 . 66 

Lability . 77 .68 .69 . 83 .64 

Achievement . 90 .88 . 80 . -84 . 72 

Dominance •
 o o . 79 . 7 1 .77 .58 

Endurance .79 1 . 0 0 .89 . 8 2 . 71 

Order . 71 .89 1 . 0 0 . 8 2 .55 

Intraception .77 . 8 2 . 8 2 1 . 0 0 . 8 1 

Nurturance .58 . 7 1 .55 . 8 1 1 . 0 0 

Affiliation .77 .75 .77 . 91 .85 

Heterosexuality . 7 1 . 6 2 .63 .74 .74 

Exhibition . 65 .25 .24 .45 .27 

Autonomy . 69 .39 . 43 .49 .14 

Deference - . 3 6 . 0 2 - . 0 2 - . 0 1 . 31 

Aggression - . 1 7 - . 4 8 - . 3 7 - . 5 8 - . 8 1 

Change .69 .45 .43 .64 .50 

Succorance - . 3 7 - . 2 6 . 0 1 - . 1 6 - . 3 1 

Abasement - . 7 1 - . 4 3 - . 2 7 - . 4 1 - . 2 8 

Counseling .49 . 43 .65 .46 .09 

Readiness 
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Table 28 (Continued) 

ACL Correlation Coefficients 

Variables Aff Het Exh Aut Def 

Defensiveness .94 .83 .44 .45 .03 

Self-Confidence .81 .82 .71 .69 -.39 

Self-Control .49 .34 -.24 -.25 .48 

Lability .81 .79 .62 .62 -.26 

Achievement .86 .79 .48 .55 -.13 

Dominance .77 .71 .65 .70 -.36 

Endurance .75 .62 .25 .39 .02 

Order .77 .63 .24 .43 -.02 

Intraception .91 .74 .45 .49 -.01 

Nurturance .85 .74 .27 .14 .31 

Affiliation 

O
 
o
 • 

1—1 .87 .51 .46 .06 

Heterosexuality .87 1.00 .60 .52 -.12 

Exhibition .51 .61 1.00 .80 -.63 

Autonomy .46 .52 .79 1.00 -.72 

Deference .05 -.12 -.63 -.72 1.00 

Aggression -.58 -.42 .11 .24 -.57 

Change .68 .76 .73 .69 -.42 

Succorance -.07 -.03 -.05 -.01 .11 

Abasement -.34 -.37 -.64 -.69 .64 

Counseling .47 .42 .30 .51 -.28 
Readiness 
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Table 28 (Continued) 

ACL Correlation Coefficients 

Variables Aqq Cha Sue Aba Crs 

Defensiveness - . 5 9 . 6 7 - . 1 7 - . 4 2 . 4 5 

Self-Confidence - . 1 8 . 7 9 - . 1 9 - . 5 8 . 5 6 

Self-Control - . 7 6 . 0 8 - . 3 3 - . 0 3 . 0 9 

Lability - . 3 6 . 7 7 - . 1 5 - . 4 7 . 5 0 

Achievement - . 3 7 . 7 3 - . 2 2 - . 4 8 . 5 6 

Dominance - . 1 7 . 6 9 - . 3 7 - . 7 1 . 4 9 

Endurance - . 4 8 . 4 5 - . 2 6 - . 4 3 . 4 3 

Order - . 3 7 . 4 3 . 0 1 - . 2 7 . 6 5 

Intraception - . 5 8 . 6 4 - . 1 6 - . 4 1 . 4 6 

Nurturance - . 8 1 . 5 0 - . 3 1 - . 2 8 . 0 9 

Affiliation • - . 5 9 . 6 8 - . 0 7 - . 3 4 . 4 7 

Heterosexuality - . 4 2 . 7 6 - . 0 3 - . 3 7 . 4 2 

Exhibition . 1 1 . 7 3 - . 0 5 - . 6 4 . 3 0 

Autonomy . 2 4 . 6 9 - . 0 1 - . 6 9 . 5 1 

Deference - . 5 7 - . 4 2 . 1 1 . 6 4 - . 2 8 

Aggression 1 . 0 0 - . 1 7 . 1 4 - . 0 7 . 0 4 

Change - . 1 7 1 . 0 0 - . 0 3 - . 4 8 . 4 5 

Succorance . 1 4 - . 0 3 1 . 0 0 . 5 9 . 3 3 

Abasement - . 0 7 - . 4 8 . 5 9 l-»
 

• O
 
o
 

- . 1 0 

Counseling . 0 4 . 4 5 . 3 3 - . 1 0 1 . 0 0 

Readiness 
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Table 29 

Study of Values 

X SD 

Theoretical 40. 81 7. ,35 

Economic 40. ,00 7. .04 

Aesthetic 43. ,54 7, .99 

Social 37. .59 8, .70 

Political 39, .27 6 .76 

Religious 39 .42 8 .09 

Table 30 

Values Communality 

Theoretical .51 

Economic .42 

Aesthetic .99 

Social .51 

Political .45 

Religious .51 
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Table 31 

Correlation Coefficients: Values 

Theo Eco Aest Soc Pol Rel 

Theoretical 1.00 .23 -.12 -.60 .32 -.54 

Economic .23 1.00 -.55 -.41 .32 -.34 

Aesthetic -.12 -.55 1.00 -.17 -.35 .04 

Social -.60 -.41 -.17 1.00 -.34 .30 

Political .32 .32 -.35 -.34 1.00 -.64 

Religious -.54 -.34 .04 .30 -.64 1.00 
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Table 32 

Varimax Rotated Factors Matrix: Values 

Factor 1 Factor 2 

Theoretical 

Economic 

Aesthetic 

Social 

Political 

Religious 

.71 

.37 

.09 

-.71 

.55 

-.70 

-.09 

-.53 

.99 

-.05 

-.38 

.18 

Table 33 

Factor Score Coefficients: 

Factor 1 

Theoretical 

Economic 

Aesthetic 

Social 

Political 

Religious 

.53 

.38 

.50 

-.01 

.41 

-.04 

Values 

Factor 2 

1.33 

1.31 

2.48 

1.64 

1.17 

1.49 
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Table 34 

Employed and Non-Employed Means 
and SD on Factors 

_ACL 1 
X SD 

_ACL 2 
X SD 

_Val 1 
X SD 

_Stress 
X SD 

_Adj 
X SD 

Employed .01 1.05 -.10 1.04 .02 

Non- „ n-
Employed -.02 .88 .31 .83 -.06 

.98 .07 .97 8.39 5.96 

.63 -.21 1.04 8.50 6.21 

Function 

Table 35 

Canonical Discriminant Function: 
Employed and Non-Employed 

Eigen 
Value 

Canonical 
Correlation 

Wilks1 

Lambda 
Chi-
Squared Df Sig 

.12 .33 .89 3.99 . 86 

White 

Black 

Table 36 

Black and White Means and SD on Factors 

ACL 1 
SD 

_ACL 2 
X SD 

_Val 1 
X SD 

_Stress 
X SD 

_Adj 
X SD 

.53 1.01 .41 1.01 -.19 .69 -.35 

-.62 .54 -.48 .76 .22 .90 .41 

.93 11.0 4.45 

.94 5.37 6.09 
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